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1 
ABSTRACT 
The notion of co-creating value has gained considerable attention in the service marketing 
discipline. Service-dominant (S-D) and customer-dominant (C-D) logic in marketing 
particularly emphasise the active role of customers in the co-creation of value. Further, 
theoretical insights are needed into the process of value co-creation, specifically, service-
to-service (S2S) value co-creation in socially dense service settings and network 
environment. In this study, S2S value co-creation is explored in the context of music 
festivals in Australia, using the concept of ‘S-D logic’ as a theoretical lens. This study 
employs a qualitative approach, with Twitter data collected in three phases. 
Approximately 1.4 million tweets were collected for five major music festivals in 
Australia. The data were collected in three phases (pre-event, during event and post-
event). Themes that emerged through a network analysis explain the behaviour and trends 
in S2S value co-creation in music festivals. Thematic network analysis helped in 
understanding the process on value co-creation in service systems of music festivals. The 
results of this study are shaped into reflections on ten foundational premises of S-D logic, 
to analyse how closely they hold true with reference to the outcomes of this study. 
Further, a new foundational premise for S-D logic is proposed based on the understanding 
and knowledge around S2S interaction that emerged as a result of this study. The 
implications for S2S value co-creation in complex network environments are discussed. 
A theoretical contribution is made to the body of knowledge in service marketing, 
particularly in S-D logic, by advancing understanding of S2S value co-creation. 
Keywords: music festivals; value co-creation; service-dominant logic; marketing 
strategy; service-to-service; Twitter; Australia 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the background to a study of service-to-service value (SSV) 
creation. It introduces music festivals as the research setting and provides an overview of 
the arguments around S-D logic and service systems. It describes the research problem, 
leading to a statement of research objectives, research questions, the research rationale, 
and finally, it provides an overview of the methods and the structure of the thesis. 
1.2 Background of the Research 
Marketing as a knowledge domain has had persistently traditional ways of viewing things; 
in particular, the neoclassical ‘product v. service’ divide has created enduring separate 
views. Emblematically, it is of interest to consider how quickly the 4Ps transformed to 
the 7Ps while defining principles for services. Clearly, the definitional lines were drawn 
to separate ‘product’ from ‘service’. With the focus on product and its means of 
production in the early Industrial Revolution, initially, the narrative of marketing was 
always on the idea of a product. It was only later, when competition grew, that service 
emerged as a factor in the creation of competitive advantage. Some businesses soon had 
no physical product to offer, but were fully functional and capable through the delivery 
of services. In these early phases, ‘service’ meant ‘customer service’, creating the 
narrative that services exclusively follow product. However, with the growing of 
technological communications and media-space around businesses, services soon took 
centre stage. 
Soon, the knowledge around marketing recognised various forms of service, not limited 
to a direct association with a product: services are often consumed in socially dense and 
interaction-rich contexts, such as sports tournaments, cruise holidays, leisure or adventure 
tours, events and festivals. For example, at a music festival, artists come together to 
participate and spend time with others, to feel part of a larger collective of artists and fan 
community and to connect with strangers. 
3 
A customer pays for a music festival, experiences it and returns home with nothing 
tangible in hand. However, in the neoclassical sense, the business-to-customer transaction 
still occurred: in exchange for the ticket money, the customer experienced entertainment. 
Through their service experiences, bands/artists engage in social relationships and 
enhance their social skills, the application of which are likely to play a critical role in 
understanding services. This is similar to the way is which customers enhance social skills 
while consuming any service (Arnould & Price 1993; Wilks 2009). For example, the 
customer attending a music festival learns about new bands and music, and also gains 
exposure to other cultures and social groups (Levy 2010; Schulenkorf, Thomson & 
Schlenker 2011). Bands/artists take the opportunity to be a part of social outlets that may 
otherwise not be available to them (Meshram & O’Cass 2013; Rosenbaum 2006). One 
important additional aspect, then, is to assess who, other than artists and customers, 
engages at such social outlets. 
Positive interactions among customers in socially dense service settings have been shown 
to contribute to competitive advantage for service organisations, particularly in retail 
settings (Grove & Fisk 1997; Parker & Ward 2000) and in contexts such as tourism and 
events (Baron & Harris 2010; Baron et al. 2007; Levy, Getz & Hudson 2011; Nicholls 
2010). Social processes and interactions that involve other customers can influence 
customer service experience evaluations (Grove & Fisk 1997; Harris & Reynolds 2003; 
Tombs & McColl-Kennedy 2010; Wu 2007). Additionally, such interactions can have 
important social implications that go beyond the immediate (product) consumption 
(cycle) situation; for instance, community events and festivals can facilitate the 
development of social capital, social equity, community well-being and promote social 
cohesion (Arcodia & Whitford 2007; Moscardo 2008). Therefore, from a service 
organisation perspective, learning more about service-for-service interactions and shared 
consumption could be advantageous. Nevertheless, these service-to-service (S2S) 
processes are traditionally perceived as an element of service delivery that can only be 
controlled by the organisation, with difficulty. Their study in service marketing research 
is therefore somewhat neglected (Baron et al. 2007). 
A theoretical area in service marketing that could meaningfully address this issue is the 
concept of ‘service-for-service value co-creation’. Customer value, or value for the 
customer, is recognised as a central construct in marketing (Akaka & Vargo 2014; 
4 
Woodall 2003), and service marketing in particular (Akaka & Vargo 2014; Grönroos 
2011; Prahalad 2004; Vargo & Lusch 2004; Vargo, Wieland & Akaka 2015). Studying 
perceptions of value allows marketers to determine whether or not the needs of various 
service users have been fulfilled, and the specific ways and processes through which the 
service fulfils these needs. 
Value is seen as having some quantum of intrinsic worth, and a sense of betterment 
(Grönroos 2008) experienced by each individual as a result of co-creation. However, 
rather than trying to determine the specific value outcomes for customers in socially dense 
contexts (i.e., what customer value is), the focus of this thesis is on the process of value 
co-creation that takes place in the context of service system interactions and relationships. 
Since its introduction into mainstream marketing literature, the concept of ‘co-creation’ 
(Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004; Vargo & Lusch 2004) has quickly gained prominence. 
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) defined co-creation as an interactive process involving 
both the firm and its customers, through which value emerges. Similarly, Vargo and 
Lusch (2004) pointed to the role of customers as value co-creators, while the firm creates 
‘value propositions’ (potential for value). The value co-creation focus is increasingly 
being adopted in a variety of service contexts, although co-creation is typically explored 
in terms of interactive processes between the customer and the service provider. A 
number of authors in tourism and leisure marketing studies conceptualise the tourist as an 
active value co-creator who realises value from using or interacting with a tourism 
product or service (Binkhorst & Den Dekker 2009; Cabiddu, Lui & Piccolo 2013; 
Griessmann & Stokburger-Sauer 2012; Park & Vargo 2012; Prebensen, Vittersø & Dahl 
2013; Shaw, Bailey & Williams 2011). Further elaboration of the concept of co-creation 
that incorporates actors’ roles in co-creation processes represents an important aspect of 
the service system research agenda (Grönroos 2011; Gummerus 2013; Ng & Smith 2012), 
and an important question pursued in the literature. For example, Chandler and Vargo 
(2011) called for a better understanding of the process of co-creation in a wider variety 
of contexts, and Frochot and Batat (2013, p. 63) claimed that ‘we need to identify the 
processes and concretely illustrate how co-creation takes place’. 
The discourse to date has tended to privilege networks and interaction as central to service 
systems, and their importance in understanding how different services interact with each 
other in a network of ‘service systems’ in a ‘service ecosystem’. Additionally, despite its 
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importance in service marketing, and the ongoing discourse on complex networks, 
interaction and service systems, there exists an opportunity to re-conceptualise and 
reframe our understanding of the smallest possible complex network in a service 
ecosystem. In doing so, S2S value co-creation frameworks grounded in empirical data 
could represent a considerable advancement in the service marketing body of literature. 
The gap in literature is very evident in terms of how service systems can be studied and 
understood. This study focuses on studying the process of value co-creation in service 
system. Though the context used in this study is Music Festivals , the concept itself is 
applicable to multiple disciplines. 
1.3 Research Problem 
Since 2004, the knowledge around marketing literature has changed substantially. 
Services were established as a major part of the day-to-day business economy, with the 
service economy having its own deep roots and forming the basis of business transactions 
and exchanges. In 2004, a ground-breaking and thought-provoking vision of value was 
introduced to marketing. It was established that a ‘customer’ engages in a business 
transaction not only to obtain a physical and tangible product; the ‘thing’ obtained for the 
exchange of money could consist in any dimension or form, be it material, physical or 
more value contained. For example, a patient visiting a general practitioner may simply 
obtain medicine (i.e., a physical and tangible product), but any advice on health issues 
(which is not physical but may have a complex, analytical form) is also part of the 
exchange between patient and doctor. A similar instance is a patient visiting a psychiatrist 
and receiving only advice (purely non-physical) and/or counsel. 
This means, for the customer, that the value that comes from any exchange may not be 
intrinsic to the product, but accrue more from how important it is or how it benefits the 
customer. ‘Benefit’ itself is a principle foundation of a transaction; after all, that is why a 
customer engages with a supplier. 
Porter (1980) introduced the concepts of value and the value chain. These concepts were 
well received in the literature but value as a key concept remained controversial. Later, 
the concept was explored by a number of other key contributors to the literature. 
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Normann and Ramirez (1991, pg 240) stated: 
“The key strategic task is to reconfigure roles and relationships among a constellation 
of actors—suppliers, partners, customers—in order to mobilise the creation of value by 
new combinations of players. What is so different about this new logic of value? It 
breaks down the distinction between products and services and combines them into 
activity-based ‘offerings’ from which customers can create value for themselves. But 
as potential offerings grow more complex, so do the relationships necessary to create 
them. As a result, a company’s strategic task becomes the ongoing reconfiguration and 
integration of its competencies and customers”. 
Clearly, an understanding was formed that the dividing line between product and service 
needs to be removed, and a new understanding of how the market operates be formed. 
Rayport and Sviokla (1995) introduced the concept of ‘marketspace’, replacing the 
product-focused ‘marketplace’. Marketplace represented a physical place, and this new 
concept of value was more multi-dimensional: ‘To create and extract value with 
information, managers must turn to the virtual world of the market-space’ (Rayport & 
Sviokla 1995), with a subsequent shift from value chain to value constellation. This new 
space for value conceived value as spread over the marketspace, rather than relating to a 
particular transaction or exchange between a buyer and seller. 
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) laid down a formal principle foundation of value 
creation and explained how value is mutually created in the marketspace. They showed 
how the customer is always involved through the process of value creation. Until this 
point, the narrative had argued that although value creation had been accepted into the 
body of literature, it was created exclusively by the firm behind the product. This was the 
biggest roadblock in understanding services as value creation. A new perspective of two-
way value creation emerged. The authors proposed that the thought process move from 
‘market as a target’ to ‘market as a forum’. 
The concept was soon adapted by Vargo and Lusch (2004), who proposed the concept of 
service-dominant logic (S-D logic), formed on eight foundational premises (FPs): 
x FP1: The application of specialised skills and knowledge is the fundamental unit 
of exchange 
x FP2: Indirect exchange masks the fundamental unit of exchange 
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x FP3: Goods are distribution mechanisms for service provision 
x FP4: Knowledge is the fundamental source of competitive advantage 
x FP5: All economies are service economies 
x FP6: The customer is always a co-producer 
x FP7: The enterprise can only make value propositions 
x FP8: A service-centred view is customer oriented and relational. 
The narrative and concept continued to attract attention around the world. Vargo and 
Lusch (2006) proposed a ninth FP: 
x FP9: Organisations exist to integrate and transform micro-specialised 
competencies into complex services that are demanded in the marketplace. 
Many marketing scholars (Achrol & Kotler 2006; Grönroos 2006; Gummesson 2006) 
added to the growing concept of S-D logic, arguing that it is important to consider 
interactions and/or networks playing a central role in the value-creation process and 
exchange. Vargo and Lusch (2006) agreed; in fact, S-D logic operating in a network 
environment underlies FP9. A new conceptual transition was proposed by Vargo and 
Lusch (2006) that presented a redefinition of transitional concepts (see Table 1.1). 
Table 1.1: Conceptual Transition (Vargo & Lusch 2006) 
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Simultaneously, Gummerson (2006) built an argument for ‘many-to-many’ marketing as 
a grand theory, which, in simplified terms, was predominantly S-D logic but in a network 
form/environment. Vargo and Lusch (2006) pointed out an important roadblock in 
understanding S-D logic: the problem of lexicon understanding. Many reactions and 
reflections on S-D logic noted that one problem facing the understanding of S-D logic 
was having to describe it using the lexicon developed for traditional marketing literature, 
which created confusion. Thus, there was a need to establish a new lexicon for S-D logic-
centred knowledge. 
With the growing literature on S-D logic, Akaka, Maglio and Vargo (2008) proposed a 
new dimension to S-D logic: the service system. S2S exchange became the central point, 
and the service system the proper unit to study and analyse S2S exchanges (see Figure 
1.1). 
 
Figure 1.1: Service system (Akaka, Maglio & Vargo 2008) 
The service system also adopted a new lexicon. Now, each entity (customer or supplier) 
is considered merely an actor in the system, contributing value. Each time an actor accepts 
or consumes any part of a value proposed by another actor in the system, it defines an 
actual value-in-exchange. This resolved many questions in S-D logical frameworks. 
However, when the entire S-D logic discourse started moving towards a more embryonic 
model of the service system, a bigger problem emerged. The role of the network took a 
central position. Earlier works in the marketing literature noted the role of networks in 
marketing (Achrol 1991; Achrol & Kotler 1999; Webster 1992). Network knowledge can 
explain and bring clarity to how S2S exchange processes occur not just in multi-
dimensional networks, but studies from different disciplines can ground the service 
system and S-D logic as central to an emerging grand theory.  
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Although the role of the network in understanding service systems is well established in 
the literature, this research is the first effort to study the service system and provide a 
data-driven backdrop to S-D logic. 
If the propositions made by S-D logic and the service system hold true, a networked data 
set should be able to explain traditional marketing concepts through new semantics and 
lexicon, as well as provide next-level understanding of how the process of S2S exchange 
actually operates in a network. This study focuses on enriching our marketing knowledge 
by studying network data sets in a dense service setting. This study uses music festivals 
as the research setting; a socially dense service setting, but also, a scalable context that 
can be measured and evaluated. 
Music festivals can be subsumed under events, which can further be subsumed under 
tourism marketing. At the same time, there are multiple contextual domains to which 
music festivals relate, such as the creative industry, music industry and cultural 
understandings more broadly. 
Spohrer and Maglio (2008) raised questions that form the basis of broad research question 
for this study: 
x What exactly are the processes involved in value co-creation? 
x How can we measure co-created value and value-in-use? 
x How does information technology influence the ways in which value can be 
created effectively? 
x What approaches do we need to understand the sociotechnical context of value 
creation? 
x Which research methods are appropriate for understanding value as an emergent 
quality? 
These questions will be addressed in the next section, in the context of this study. 
1.4 Research Objective 
The purpose of this research is to study the process of value co-creation in a service 
system. Music festivals in Australia with a multi-city format are used as the service 
environment research setting. Emergent themes were tested against existing traditional 
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marketing concepts. Consequently, the study verifies the S-D logic in forming the basis 
of moving towards a new grand theory. In the context of music festivals, the research 
objectives are further divided: 
1. To identify how actors (festivals, artists and customers) interinfluence the process 
of co-creation of value among festivals, artists and customers. 
2. To examine the interaction among various actors in the process of co-creation of 
value in the context of music festivals. 
3. To formulate an embryonic model that can further guide understanding of 
complex networks of service systems and advise festival managers on how to 
create better value. 
1.5 Research Rationale 
The emerging principles of service marketing will become the mainstream principles 
of marketing in the future ... The physical goods become one element among others in 
a total service offering ... This means that physical goods marketing and service 
marketing converge, but services-oriented thinking will dominate (Grönroos 2000b). 
1.5.1 Theoretical Rationale 
The role of the network in understanding service systems with the underpinning of S-D 
logic is well established. However, it is also a road block, because most of the work on 
S-D logic and the service system is conceptual in nature. A large portion of the literature 
only discusses the possibility of what S-D logic could explain in the future; there is no 
empirical study that helps to move S-D logic towards a grand theory approach. 
This has created a significant void, but is also a great opportunity because a scalable 
network data set with the right service setting can not only overcome this limitation, but 
serve as an invitation to multiple disciplines to adapt and contribute to knowledge around 
S-D logic. 
As Vargo and Lusch (2004) stated: 
... the strategy of differentiating services from goods should be abandoned and replaced 
with a strategy of understanding how they are related. Service is the common 
denominator in exchange, not some special form of exchange. 
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The rationale behind this study is to find a connection between products and services and 
study how the service system could explain traditional marketing concepts and axioms. 
The results of this study will help to revisit marketing concepts and better explain them 
in a service context. Once a broad understanding is reached about service behaviour and 
the role of actors in the service system, this study will form the basis of digging deeper 
into explaining specific concepts. For example, knowledge obtained from this study will 
help explain concepts such as customer loyalty in a service context and lexicon, and how 
customer loyalty is formed in the servicesphere. 
1.5.2 Management / Industry Rationale 
Music festivals are regarded as a dense social service setting in the landscape of service 
marketing. Various entities/actors in the service system of music festivals come together 
and co-create value. Artists, designers, sponsors, managers and an unlimited array of 
actors are present in the same service system, proposing/emitting value and consuming 
value from others. 
It is interesting how a festival creates value for an artist by providing exposure to a bigger 
audience, but at the same time, a popular headline artist creates value for the festival by 
introducing their fanbase to the festival. Some festivals are considered suitable for a 
family audience and some are considered suitable for a young audience: this itself is the 
indicator of the type of customer classifying the festivals, implying that customers create 
value too. Customer-to-customer value co-creation in the context of music festivals was 
first studied by Rihova (2013); however, customer-to-customer from a S-D logic 
perspective is basically S2S value co-creation. 
Music festivals form a large fraction of creative industry in Australia and worldwide. Live 
Performance Australia reported annual revenue of $1.51 billion in 2014 and $1.41 billion 
in 2015. The live performance industry is a major contributor to the Australian economy 
and cultural ecology: ‘In 2015, 18.38 million tickets were issued to live performance 
events in 2015, generating total ticket sales revenue of $1.41 billion. That’s more than the 
combined attendances at AFL, NRL, Soccer, Super Rugby and Cricket in 2015’ 
(Australian Sporting Attendances 2015, Stadiums Australia). 
Table 1.2 provides population and per capita data on music festivals in Australia for 2015. 
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Table 1.2: Population and Per Capita Results (2015) 
 
 
The state distribution shows the states of NSW and Victoria in lead position. This study 
triggers and helps in understanding a very classic marketing question: what makes one 
seller better than another, that is, what is the source of competitive advantage? In the 
service marketing lexicon, the same question can be reworded as: what makes a service 
entity different from another? In the context of this study, it becomes: what makes one 
music festival different than another? This understanding of competitive advantage can 
be used industry wide, especially in states other than NSW and Victoria. This study 
highlights the value music festivals co-create with artists and customers (festival goers), 
how this process of value creation occurs and who consumes this value in the service 
system. 
The learnings from this study are not limited to music festivals, but can be extended to 
the entire creative industry, from live events, theatre and sports to films. The service set 
up of the creative industry is very dense, and thus, appropriate for creating an 
understanding around S-D logic and service systems. 
1.6 Overview of Methodology 
In answering the research questions for this study, a qualitative approach (Patton 1990; 
Denzin & Lincoln 1994; Liamputtong & Ezzy 2005; Smith 2007; Taylor, Bogdan & 
DeVault 2015) was used to accomplish the specified objectives. The research was carried 
out across five major music festivals in Australia, which operate in multiple cities in a 
given season. Social media data were collected through Twitter (a social media 
microblogging platform) for the five music festivals, their artists, engaged customers and 
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others engaged on social media (Twitter, specifically). Approximately 1.4 million tweets 
were collected—by far the largest research sample of Twitter data. 
The data are explored through network analysis (Anderson & Vongpanitlerd 2013; Scott 
2012; Wasserman & Faust 1994) in NVivo, using visualisation tools and socio-graphs, 
with themes observed following centrality measures of Twitter data analysis (Kumar, 
Morstatter & Liu 2013). 
An embryonic model is proposed, and nine hypotheses are presented and tested against 
the data through the themes collected. Data were collected in three phases: pre-event, 
during the event and post-event. The themes observed in the data analysis stage direct and 
answer the research questions, thereby contributing to understanding the process of value 
co-creation. Additional themes observed have opened new avenues of understanding 
around S-D logic and new doors for future research. 
1.7 Research Outcomes 
This research study contributes to a deeper, broader and multidisciplinary understanding 
of S-D logic and service systems. It reflects on how the various actors in a service system 
are involved and engaged throughout the process of value co-creation and how value is 
emitted and consumed in the service system. As noted, this study opens knowledge layers 
on both theory and managerial fronts. Since the creative industry has a huge impact on 
the economy and represents a large share of the service economy, this study is a stepping 
stone for further discoveries in understanding S-D logic, and will potentially move S-D 
logic towards a grand theory. 
The findings from this study will help festivals to manage events more effectively, in 
terms of the value created for various stakeholders. This study also serves to improve 
understanding of S-D logic in networked approach. 
1.8 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis contains nine chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the literature and discusses existing 
knowledge around S-D logic and service systems. The review includes the development 
of S-D logic and how the new service lexicon is changing the understanding of marketing 
theory. Value has different meanings, especially in context of S-D logic; thus, value is 
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discussed briefly to ground the understanding in the context of S-D logic. The chapter 
concludes by outlining an embryonic model developed from the literature as a foundation 
for understanding S-D logic and service systems in a network context. 
Chapter 3 describes the research methodology as a logical paradigm. An overview of the 
qualitative design, study stages, social media data sample types and size, data collection 
and analysis method is presented. 
Chapter 4 discusses the first part of the findings. To keep the study viable, it is important 
to have a limited number of users. A stripping methodology is presented, through which 
the most engaged users for each festival are selected.  
Chapter 5 discusses the second part of the findings, based on additional themes to emerge 
during the data analysis. New themes have not only contributed to new knowledge, but 
are also a reflection on marketing theory from a S-D logic perspective. It is evident that 
many concepts in marketing theory are observed and explained in the data sample of this 
study. 
Chapter 6 analyses all themes that emerged in Chapter 5 through thematic network 
analysis, in which all themes serve as basic themes, related to three main organising 
themes. The global theme is value co-creation, and the analysis is based on value created 
by the artists, the festival and the customers. 
Chapter 7 analyses the influence network in the service system of music festivals. Based 
on 17 factors, an influence network is developed comprising the most influential users 
divided in five tiers of influence. 
Chapter 8 discusses the results and reflects on the nine FPs of S-D logic. A new emerging 
FP is proposed.  
Finally, Chapter 9 presents a conclusive discussion, along with managerial implications 
and prospects for future research.  
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Developments Within the Marketing Discipline  
The research study is present within the most recent viewpoints in marketing and service 
marketing in particular. It focuses on the concept of S2S value co-creation in socially 
dense service settings. In order to explain the importance of this study and to explain how 
this study fits within the wider context of marketing, it is important to understand the 
theoretical developments of this discipline and elaborates on the key concepts and its 
connection to service marketing and value co-creation. 
Marketing in the western world, and in Europe and in particular in the United States of 
America, has developed from a strongly industrial/production-focused orientation in the 
early 20th century, where profits were majorly driven by the manufacturing of large 
quantities of goods. The idea was to minimise production costs (i.e. the production era). 
The focus of marketers was more on Products rather than the needs and wants of 
consumers. 
 Product failures were common in this phase as many companies developed their products 
without caring for consumer demand (Adcock et al. 2001). In the post-war period 
Marketers consequently started to focus on effective selling and promotion to increase 
competitiveness (the sales era). However, sales orientation was only a short-term major 
profit driver. Since the 1950s, marketers started focusing on competitors and more 
importantly, on their customers. Throughout the marketing era, customer orientation 
appeared to be the major objective of firms to achieve long-term strategic profits. 
The marketing era existed in both theory and practice of business as a key engine or driver 
for more than 30 years (Baker 2010). Though dominated by western society, the 
American marketing management perspective gave importance to customers’ needs and 
how to best serve them. The focus was on selling products that would establish value 
exchange process and provide some benefits to customers (Kotler et al. 2009). Each entity 
was considered with a specific role in the transaction , in which each entity after exchange 
gains something out of such transaction of certain economic value in return (Vargo and 
Lusch 2004). 
To sell a product or a service, which eventually means to ‘sell value’ and make profit, it 
required marketing managers to “manipulate, manage, and lock in the customer” 
(Gummesson 2004, p. 21) through the right mix of the four ‘Ps’ – product, price, place 
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and promotion (Borden 1964). Though the American school of marketing management 
thought continues its dominance in marketing practices in general, this thought has 
received criticism, particularly in the European service marketing academia. Many 
authors point out that the traditional marketing concept divides the customer and producer 
in their roles as contributors of the transaction in too sharp a dichotomy (Edvardsson et 
al. 2011; Lovelock and Wirtz 2007; Vargo and Lusch 2004; 2008b). As Gummesson 
(2004, p. 21) states, 
 “Consumers have moved from self-supporting individuals in local and familiar 
environments to become dependent on experts, strangers, and external products. 
Providers stand between consumers and need-satisfaction. Traditional literature offers 
clear-cut roles and parties: seller/buyer, active producer/passive consumer, and 
subject/object.” 
The idea of ‘customer co-creation’ was first introduced by Prahalad and Ramaswamy 
(2004), and soon Vargo and Lusch (2004) developed it into the Service-Dominant logic 
paradigm. Now Customers were considered playing a crucial role in co-creating value 
that is unique to them, with competition focused on the provision of personalised co-
creation experiences (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004). A growing line of research has 
contributed to online customer co-creation activities. Many authors have explored and 
explained how social networking engines, blogs, websites, and media-
sharing/discovering sites are used as a resource in terms of customer-generated 
knowledge, innovation and value co-creation (e.g., van Limburg 2009; Chua et al. 2010; 
Dutton 2008; Libai et al. 2010). 
The above concepts suggested that marketers now need to reassess the way that products 
and goods are provided so that it would lead to long-term competitive advantage and 
relationship building with customers. As Gummesson (2010, p. 399), recommends 
“goods and services and other products such as software, information and knowledge 
[…] always appear together. It has now come to a point where goods and services merge, 
and the recognition of the interdependency between the two is a more productive vantage 
point.” 
2.2 Service Marketing and the Focus on Value co-creation 
 
The marketing discipline has completely evolved especially in the recent decade, where 
most of the traditional marketing orientation is now leaning towards a new service based 
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marketing orientation. Other than the transactional value, both goods and services are 
now the basis of gaining competitive advantage with parallels drawn through strategic 
objectives. Interactivity and collaboration among various stakeholders have taken centre 
stage in creating this new service based orientation. 
  
Vargo and Lusch (2004) encapsulated a very basic foundation, but at the same time a very 
strong argument for bringing new dimensions to marketing literature and the way 
marketing is studied and understood. Later Baker (2010), Gummesson (2004), and Vargo 
(2011) also added the argument of this new knowledge as a potential of moving towards 
a new theory formation and establishment. Vargo and Lusch (2004) state: 
“The purpose of this article is to illuminate the evolution of marketing thought toward a 
new dominant logic […] marketing has moved from a goods-dominant view, in which 
tangible output and discrete transactions were central, to a service-dominant view, in 
which interchangeability, exchange processes, and relationships are central.” (Vargo 
and Lusch 2004, p. 2) 
The Service-Dominant [S-D] logic in marketing has since its conception in 2004 attracted 
academic attention, albeit not always favourable. A few commentators pointed out that 
Vargo and Lusch do not offer a new perspective. Brown (2007), for instance, questions 
if the S-D logic represents merely “a new twist on an old plot”. The argument was fairly 
simple that the concept is nothing new other than the way it is presented in a current 
format, rather its just re-invention of the wheel. 
A thorough analysis indicates that Lusch and Vargo were not just putting up a new twist, 
but actually created a different lens of looking at things. Though the paradigm shift was 
too drastic for academia to digest overnight, but the new shift made sense. It turned out 
to be very similar to moving from one view type of an engineering drawing to another. 
With the obvious sudden shift, criticism was bound to happen. However, Lusch and 
Vargo used the criticism positively and developed the concept further with solid 
foundations. Vargo and Lusch (2006) presented a complete synthesis of how marketing 
evolved over a period of time in academic literature. Brown (2007, p. 293) termed the 
new development in marketing as repackaging, but the principal authors managed to 
explain whats new in this concept and uncovered the hidden knowledge. The authors 
treated S-D logic as ‘open-source theory’ in marketing - still evolving and very much in 
need of further conceptualisation (Vargo and Lusch 2008b; Vargo 2011). 
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2.3 Value Discourse in Service Marketing  
Below given table is a compilation of themes in Value Discourse in Service Marketing 
Table 2.1: Value Discourse 
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2.4 S-D Logic Discourse 
2.4.1 What is S-D Logic 
Service-dominant (S-D) logic represents a migration from the traditional, foundational, 
goods-dominant (G-D) logic of exchange, in which goods were the focus of exchange 
and services represented a particular case of goods. Although it is logic that marketing 
inherited from economics a little more than 100 years ago, it accounts for a shift from an 
emphasis on the exchange of operand resources, usually tangible inert resources, to a 
focus on operant resources, dynamic resources that act upon other resources. Service-
dominant logic views applied, specialised skills and knowledge as the focus of economic 
exchange and one of the fundamental foundations upon which society is built. Thus, it 
rests on the premise that, to improve their individual and collective well-being, humans 
exchange the service—the application of specialised skills and knowledge—that they can 
provide to others for the service that they need from others. If goods are involved in the 
exchange, they are seen as mechanisms for service provision. Consistent with this shift, 
S-D logic challenges the joint central logic of the G-D paradigm of (1) units of output 
embedded with value and (2) units of output (e.g., “products,” “goods,” “services”) 
representing the fundamental unit(s) of exchange. Instead, S-D logic specifies that it is 
service —defined as the application of specific competencies (operant resources — 
knowledge and skills), through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of 
another entity or the entity itself— that are exchanged for service. It is important to note 
that Lusch and Vargo (2004) use the singular term ‘service’ which better reflects the 
notion of doing something beneficial, for rather than units of, output—immaterial 
goods—as the more commonly used plural, services, implies. As a corollary, S-D logic 
rejecting the traditional classification of goods and services (i.e., alternative forms of 
products). Service (or services) is not an alternative (to goods) form of the product 
(Ambler 2014, Brodie, Pels, and Saren 2014, Achrol and Kotler 2014). Goods are 
appliances (tools, distribution mechanisms) that serve as a special method, of service 
provision. Service then represents the general case, the common denominator, of the 
exchange process; a service is what is always exchanged. The following eight 
foundational premises (Vargo and Lusch 2004) summarise S-D logic: 
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FP1. The application of specialised skill(s) and knowledge is the fundamental unit of 
exchange: 
 • Service exchanged for service.  
FP2. Indirect exchange masks the fundamental unit of exchange:  
• Microspecialisation, organisations, goods, and money obscure the service-for-service 
nature of the exchange.  
FP3. Goods are distribution mechanisms for service provision:  
• “Activities render service; things render service” (Gummesson 1995, p. 251)—goods 
are appliances. 
FP4. Knowledge is the fundamental source of competitive advantage:  
• Operant resources, especially know-how, are the essential component of differentiation.  
FP5. All economies are services economies:  
• Service is only now becoming more apparent with increased specialisation and 
outsourcing; it has always been what is exchanged.  
FP6. The customer is always a co-creator of value:  
• There is no value until an offering is used—experience and perception are essential to 
value determination.  
FP7. The enterprise can only make value propositions:  
• Since value is always determined by the customer (value-in-use), it cannot be embedded 
through manufacturing (value-in-exchange).  
FP8. A service-centered view is customer oriented and relational:  
• Operant resources being used for the benefit of the customer places the customer 
inherently in the centre of value creation and implies a relationship. 
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2.4.2 Value co-creation, Involvement directions 
 
 
Figure 2.1: “Involved in value co-creation” literature synthesis. 
Agrawal, Kaushik, Rahman (2015) pointed towards the importance of studying 
stakeholders and their involvement in co-creation of value in a service system. One of the 
important stakeholders is customers themselves. Äyväri & Jyrämä (2017) emphasised on 
building the propositions for customers as important actors involved in the process of 
Value co-creation. 
However, customers can also be found in the form of clusters and team. For example, A 
cluster of customers having negative reviews about a product. Barqawi, Syed & 
Mathiassen (2016) established the need of studying such clusters in the form of activities 
and role of teams in the value co-creation process. An important addition to studying the 
co-creation process is the location of the actors. However,  Breidbach & Maglio, (2016) 
explained how location is becoming irrelevant in today's technologic advance world 
because of use of communication modes like video-conferencing. Social media itself can 
also be an addition to such advance medium, where the location may be completely or at 
least partially irrelevant. Komulainen (2014) pointed towards an interesting angle in co-
creation process that how customer motivation to engage into service system can also be 
an important factor. 
The Author further explains that it is the motivation that triggers the customer to be 
involved otherwise the customer just might not engage even if other actors continue to 
create and propose value. Until a customer engages, the notion of co-creation of value 
cannot be complete.  
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Matthies et al. (2016) on the contrary argued that engagement of the customer is 
subjective because actors may be involved both directly and indirectly. However, 
analytically speaking the existence of ideal actors cannot be denied. 
Tommasetti, Troisi & Vesci (2017) added a new dimension to the narrative of interaction 
and engagement through explaining different levels of interactions. They said the 
interaction could be of different levels from organisational scale to interpersonal scale. 
Moreover, thus the value co-creation should be studied as a resource and networks 
perspective rather than only interactions. Vargo, Akaka & Melissa (2012) called for the 
need to study the co-creation process through service provision. Because networks are 
complex , isolating a certain section of a network will not produce the right outcome. 
Watanabe (2014) also added the vote on the same opinion. 
 
2.4.3 Brand Value co-creation 
 
Figure 2.2: “brand value co-creation” literature synthesis 
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Leung et al. (2014) explained the changing role of brand managers from being simply 
delivering brand values to now co-creating/co-developing the brand. Consumers are 
relationship facilitators, and because of their strong position in service systems, the 
branding process has to adapt the change towards co-developing. This co-creation in 
terms of branding has always been there, only been recently uncovered due to change of 
perspective. The engagement of various stakeholders is more reflective now, this co-
creation of values around a brand appears to be a real possibility. 
  
Ramaswamy & Ozcan (2016) published seminal work on brand value co-creation. They 
presented a comparative study on how branding process occurs in today's digital world 
through engagement platforms. They emphasised on how new technological 
advancement in communication has brought the firm and customers closer, and there is 
no way now that a firm continues to create without co-creation from other stakeholders. 
Stakeholders are important to the process of co-creation especially with respect to brands 
because stakeholders now have various brand engagement platforms. Though it is 
difficult for the firm to stay away from brand value co-creation, but the level of interest 
and adaptability in practice is still questionable which is highly dependable on 
organisational motive. One of the key factor underpinning the brand value co-creation is 
the experiences as the foundation. Experiences are now laying in the form of likes, 
dislikes and comments on social media cloud, and forms the very basis of the Branding 
process. 
 
2.4.4 Service Exchange and Value co-creation 
 
 
Figure 2.3: “service exchange and value co-creation” literature synthesis. 
Service Exchange and Value co-creation are imperatively incomplete without each other 
and in principle forms the basis of each other. Edvardsson & Tronvoll (2013) explained 
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how competence and communication underlayers service exchange and value co-
creation.The behaviour of an actor in service system depends on a lot on purpose 
(demand) and specialisation (skill). Kryvinska et al. (2013) called for the need of 
understanding this relationship through social construction theories. Shamim, Ghazali & 
Zulkipli (2014) added that social structures and social systems are mechanisms of service 
exchange. 
 
When actors engage with other actors (A2A) in a service exchange, it essentially forms a 
relationship and produces value even if the so-called transaction never happened. For 
example, a customer walks into a store asks the salesperson for the price of a washing 
machine. The sale person comes back with a price and customer tries to negotiate the 
price by saying that there are other stores which are doing a better price, and then 
ultimately decide not to buy from this store and leaves. The salesman then speaks to the 
manager, to re-adjust the price (because of the value created by the customer who just 
left). The price gets re-adjusted, and now the product is sold with a tag “Cheapest price 
in Town”. So even when the first customer did not really buy the product, but still created 
the value. Therefore each interaction or service exchange will allow for the basis of value 
co-creation. 
 
2.4.5 Co-Production and value co-creation 
 
 
Figure 2.4: “co-production and value co-creation” literature synthesis.  
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Ordanini & Pasini (2008) produced seminal work on service co-production and value co-
creation. Essentially both are same, just different semantics. It is very similar to service 
exchange, but instead of on service exchange, several service exchange in one context is 
service co-production. However, Grönroos & Ravald (2011) called a very important 
direction that there is a need to understand the difference between ‘co-production’ and 
‘value co-creation’. Co-production is ideally a CD-Logic driven term, which essentially 
followed the industrial production of goods where the produce of each contributor will be 
fully consumed. For example, a fuse making firm as a co-producer can offer a fuse unit 
to a motor manufacturer, however, several interactions between two manufacturers on 
designing and developing a right product is a value co-creation approach. In such a view, 
many propositions from each party might have been rejected, which is the actual essence 
of SD-Logic, that service entity can only propose a value, not enforce it. 
 
2.4.6 Technology-enabled value co-creation 
 
  
Figure 2.5: “technology-enabled value co-creation” literature synthesis. 
Breidbach & Maglio (2016) studied how ICT-enabled interactions represent the modern 
day technology and its role in general day to day business and value co-creation 
associated with it. They made the point that technology-enabled value co-creation is still 
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largely unexplored and performance implication of technology is a key challenge to be 
addressed. 
 
Today business environment is rapidly adopting the technological advancements. Social 
Media adoption is one such example. From small to multinational brands, every 
organisation is present on social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter. 
The value in the context of technology-enabled value co-creation is often misunderstood. 
However, each action that causes a certain interaction is value co-creating in nature by 
default. 
 
Kohtamäki & Rajala (2016) extended on roles of actors, resources and practices in 
relation to technology-enabled value, through drawing conclusions from cases in 
consulting industry, where information is a key value and technology, underpins the flow 
of such key information by large. 
 
2.4.7 Resource integration and value co-creation 
 
 
Figure 2.6: “resource integration and value co-creation” literature synthesis. 
SD-Logic largely accepts resource integration for value-cocreation (Dean & Alhothali 
2017). 
The resource-based view is an important lens for studying value co-creation. An actor 
capable of creating some value through a set of specialised skills can be viewed as 
resource node in service system (Edvardsson & Tronvoll 2013). It is the durable resource 
integration that makes a service system stable (Wieland 2014) and service ecosystems are 
venues for resource integration and value co-creation (Vargo and Lusch 2011). 
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2.4.8 GD Logic and SD Logic 
 
 
Figure 2.7: “G-D logic and S-D logic” literature synthesis. 
 
Zinser & Brunswick (2016) cited the six differences between GD logic and SD logic first 
explained by Vargo and Lusch (2004), i.e. primary unit of exchange, the role of goods, 
the role of customer, determination and meaning of value, firm-customer interaction and 
source of economic growth. 
 
Chandler &Vargo (2011) explained how SD logic emphasises on service and the 
application of specialised skills in order  to form a service. One view to understand the 
difference between the two is the Resource-based view. GD logic considers resources as 
a physical and tangible asset which has been a given concept since the industrial age. 
However, SD logic considers resource as specialised skills, which may not be physical 
and tangible at all (Zinser & Brunswick 2016).  
 
Vargo (2009) pointed a very important difference between GD and SD logic with respect 
to the way relationships are perceived in both views. The meaning of relationship inGD 
logic is long-term repetitive transactions but in SD logic view relationships are service-
for-service exchanges co-creating value. On one end GD logic deals with managing 
customers through communication, satisfaction, etc.; whereas, SD logic deals will 
collaborating with the customer to create mutual benefits. 
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Vargo & Lusch (2008) explained this difference from the perspective of the way service 
is conceptualised. SD logic is masking layer of service, which is the application of skills 
and knowledge. However, this is different in case of CD logic which is found in the 
conceptualisation of ‘services’(different than ‘service’), where the focus of value creation 
is the only producer. In SD logic, the focus is on collaborative co-creation of value among 
various actors (service entities). 
 
2.4.9 Development of SD logic 
 
Figure 2.8: “development of s-d logic” literature synthesis. 
Despite its importance in Service marketing literature and especially in term of SD logic, 
the notion of value creation or value co-creation has not been rigorously studied 
(Grönroos & Voima 2012). Unclear definitions have been another problem that has 
resulted in a very ambiguous state (Ballantyne 2011). It needs a systematic reflection on 
defining same marketing concepts but with a new lens (SD logic perspective). 
 
Olexova & Kubickova (2014) brought out the diffusion of SD logic into multiple areas 
of marketing from logistics, tourism, sustainability, to even healthcare. The authors 
pointed through the concept of SD logic is well defined in literature through arguments, 
and constructive dialogues still lack on empirical grounds. This even holds true today in 
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2017, and that is possibly one of the biggest foundation of this study is to give an empirical 
foundation in support of SD logic and moving towards development of a central theory.  
 
Pohlmann & Kaartemo (2017) states – “Given the dispersion of S-D Logic into academic 
ﬁelds beyond that of marketing, such an endeavour would inﬂate the corpus of citation 
data exponentially and produce more noise than interpretable results.” Most literature 
around SD logic not new when compared to the initial publication of principal authors 
Vargo and Lusch from 2004 to 2008. The concept was already in semi-formally defined 
the state in 2008, and later publication has only been the critics and arguments around SD 
logic, with more conceptualisation, sometimes at macro, sometimes at the micro level.  
 
2.5 Service Systems: The Underpinning Concept 
2.5.1 Service Systems 
Extending SD logic, Akaka, Maglio and Vargo (2008) introduced ‘Service System’ to the 
SD logic context, defined as an arrangement of resources (including people, technology, 
information, etc.) connected to other systems by value propositions (Spohrer et al., 
2007 and Spohrer et al., 2008). Here individuals, groups, organisations, firms, and 
governments; all were considered to be service systems if they could take action, apply 
resources, and work with others in mutually beneficial ways. The entire SD logic context 
moved to ‘service-for-service’ frame. 
Lusch and Vargo (2011) cited one of the oldest literature Foundation (Plato's The 
Republic (360 BCE/1930) in complete support of the new Service Science proposed by 
them. Plato somehow gave the foundation for SD logic/Service System long back before 
SD logic lens started evolving. He states: 
“A state arises, as I conceive, out of the needs of mankind; no one is self-sufficing, but all 
of us have many wants…. Then, as we have many wants … and many persons are needed 
to supply them, one takes a helper for one purpose and another for another; and when 
these parties and helpers are gathered in one habitation, the body of inhabitants is termed 
a state. And they exchange with one another, and one gives, and another receives under 
the idea that exchange will be for their good.” 
Below given Fig. 2.9 is the conceptual framework for ‘Service Systems’ proposed by 
Akaka, Maglio and Vargo (2008) 
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Figure 2.9: Service System, Akaka, Maglio & Vargo (2008) 
They explained how service providers propose value in the market based on their 
competencies and capabilities (skills and knowledge). The service provider in this context 
can be either Firm or customer (from generic lexicon context). Each service system offers 
some resources to others and would demand some resources from others. Based on this, 
the value proposition is either accepted, or rejected, or unnoticed by other service systems. 
The service proposed can be provided directly (e.g., tax preparation service) or indirectly 
through a good (e.g., tax software). Once the value is proposed and the service made 
available in the market, it is up to other service systems – potential customers – in need 
of such resources to decide whether to accept the value proposition. 
2.5.2 Service Science 
The entire discourse has now moved to Service Science, the interdisciplinary study of 
service systems, particularly the study of how complex configurations of resources create 
value within firms and across firms (Spohrer et al., 2008). Service innovation did not have 
the same scientific and engineering bases as manufacturing or goods innovation 
(Chesbrough, 2005, IBM Research, 2004, Horn, 2005 and Spohrer et al., 2006).  
Akaka, Maglio and Vargo (2008) called for future studies examining Service Science. 
Spohrer and Maglio (2008) pointed that there is a tremendous need for service innovations 
or new ways of creating value with intangible and dynamic resources, to fuel economic 
growth and to raise the quality and effectiveness of service(s), especially for knowledge-
intensive industries. They raised some questions to guide how the service science in 
context to SD logic can be further understood, as states: 
“What exactly are the processes involved in value co-creation?  
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How can we measure co-created value and value-in-use?  
How does information technology influence the ways in which value can be created 
effectively? 
What approaches do we need to understand the socio-technical context of value 
creation?  
What are the research methods appropriate for understanding value as an emergent 
quality?” 
 
They called for the need to establish the fundamentals of service science and a 
framework for understanding how service systems operate and interact. Also, value 
research has increasingly started to focus not only on customers’ value outcomes and 
subjective perceptions but rather, on the actual processes of value creation or formation 
(Grönroos 2011; Grönroos and Voima 2013; Heinonen et al. 2013; Korkman 2006; Rai 
2012).  
The new approach now “forces us to shift our attention from production to utilisation, 
from product to process, from transaction to relationship. It enhances our sensitivity to 
the complexity of roles and actor systems. In this sense service logic clearly, frames a 
manufacturing logic rather than replaces it” (Normann, 2001, p. 87). 
2.5.3 Service Ecosystem 
Lusch and Vargo (2011) extended the concept of 'Service System' to 'Service Ecosystem', 
defined as “a spontaneously sensing and responding spatial and temporal structure of 
largely loosely coupled, value-proposing social and economic actors interacting through 
institutions, technology, and language to (1) co-produce service offerings, (2) engage in 
mutual service provision, and (3) co-create value.”  
They pointed to the essential components of a 'Service Ecosystem' being: 
Spontaneously sensing and responding.  
Spatial and temporal structure.  
Largely loosely coupled.  
Value is proposing actors.  
Use of language, symbols, institutions and technology.  
Co-produce service offerings. 
Engaging in mutual service provision.  
Co-creating value. 
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Maglio and Spohrer (2008) and Spohrer et al., (2008) have suggested that S-D logic is 
foundational to the development of service science. To see the networked and systemic 
nature of the interaction in the service system, that is the market; it is essential to have an 
embryonic model that could comply with components mentioned above of the ecosystem 
and to start with is the most basic unit of Network in the Service ecosystem. 
 
2.6 Music Festivals as Service Setting for this Study 
The service settings that could be chosen as suitable research contexts for this study of 
value co-creation are those in which S2S interactions and relationships would likely 
impact on overall service experiences. Some service settings could be described in those 
terms: shopping mall and retail contexts; sports and leisure events; guided tours and hotel 
resorts; nightclubs, theatres, and art performances; restaurants and cafes; speed-dating 
services; and many other similar contexts. 
Special events represent another service setting that fulfils Service System Criteria. 
Special events often become a place where people with similar interests, motivations and 
goals meet and interact (Levy 2010; Getz 1989; 2005). Compatibility regarding the event 
focus is therefore often a given, although the demographic attributes of audience members 
may differ.  
Marketing research typically views special events as part of the services industry, with an 
event studied as service delivery occurrence. Like other types of services, events have 
tangible elements and static components (e.g. physical stage, equipment). However, they 
are also intangible, variable and heterogeneous (although some event formats can be 
standardised), inseparable/ simultaneous, and perishable (Bowdin et al. 2011; Jackson 
2006). Many events can only be sensibly produced in large batches. Music concerts, for 
instance, are in most cases delivered to larger audiences that gather in one place with great 
physical proximity, as opposed to individual customers. These features create a socially 
dense service context, making special events a relevant setting for the study of Service 
System and value co-creation.  
Goldblatt (2007) and Getz (2005) describe special events as unique moments in time, 
often with hidden meanings and beyond everyday experiences, with varied programming 
elements which offer an opportunity for leisure, special or cultural experiences. Various 
typologies of special events exist. When attempting to understand what constitutes special 
events, scholars have looked at various aspects of these, such the context and nature of 
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events, space/environment in which events take place, event size, and the prevailing 
purpose (see Table 2.2). 
Table 2.2: Sources: Adapted from Bowdin et al. (2011); Getz (2005); Goldblatt 
(2007) 
 
Among the different types of events, festivals play an important role. According to Getz 
(2005), festivals are public themed celebrations that are organised for different purposes 
and within the scope of different genres or themes, such as folk music, performing arts, 
literature and storytelling or visual arts. They are mostly organised for entertainment/ 
pleasure and a variety of audiences, but also often act to display the cultural elements of 
a specific community. Festival visitors come together to socialise with each other (Gibson 
and Connell 2012; Jankowiak and White 1999; Packer and Ballantyne 2011; Wilks 2011). 
They share their enthusiasm for a specific genre or specialisation (Kyle and Chick 2002; 
Matheson 2005), but also to be simply physically co-present (Ehrenreich 2006; Richards 
2010), while immersing themselves in the festival servicescape often for some days. 
Regarding the variety of social practices, interactions and relationships among Artists, 
Festival Managers, and customers that may occur at festivals, this service setting, 
therefore, further represents a potentially rich and unique research context in which 
Service System and value co-creation processes could be meaningfully explored.  
 
Service marketing research in the area of special events and festivals typically aims to 
identify specific elements of service design and delivery that impact on self-reported 
visitor outcomes (Andrews and Leopold 2013). This means that researchers try to 
measure how various features of the festival servicescape (Bitner 1992) or ‘festivalscape’ 
(Lee et al. 2008) fare regarding benefits to visitors, and how this is reflected in 
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managerially-relevant customer outcomes. For instance, studies measure the implications 
of service quality, facilities and programming for visitors’ satisfaction, re-visit intentions, 
and word of mouth communication (Baker and Crompton 2000; Drummond and 
Anderson 2004; Fredline et al. 2005; Lee and Beeler 2009; Thrane 2002; Tkaczynski and 
Stokes 2010). Referring to the benefits-oriented value models in the arts events sector 
research, Oliver and Walmsley (2011, p. 95 emphases added) state that 
“by focussing on benefits and impacts, rather than on the less tangible concept of value, 
all these models are guilty of reducing the art experience from an inter-subjective, 
situational, relational and ever- emerging process to a two-dimensional series of outputs, 
whose values are predetermined and externally imposed.” 
The authors refer to the ‘inter-subjective, situational, relational and ever-emerging 
process’ of an arts experience, highlighting its complex and dynamic nature. Similarly, 
for Getz (2007), the meanings attached to the event experience, rather than some 
measurable outcomes, should be treated as the core phenomenon of events and festival 
studies. While Getz (2012) still prompts researchers and practitioners to gain more 
understanding of how such experiences should be designed or facilitated (marketing-
focused research). 
In order to ‘pull’ their audiences, encourage repeat visitation, and thus offer better quality 
products, festival design benefits from addressing the need for unique and memorable 
(social) experiences in a hedonic environment that removes audiences from their 
everyday routines (Berridge 2007; Cole and Chancellor 2009; Morgan 2006; 2009; Lee 
and Kyle 2009).  
In line with the increasing emphasis on the relational, collaborative perspectives in service 
marketing research, the shared social experiences and practices of Artists, Festival 
Managers and customers at festivals could, therefore, be explored as an important facet 
of S2S value co-creation. However, the study of the social processes at festivals has been 
approached using a somewhat disjointed variety of social science concepts and 
disciplines, such as sociology, social psychology, anthropology, or cultural studies. The 
notions of ‘serious leisure’ (Stebbins 1992), and ‘consumer neo-tribes’ (Maffesoli 1996) 
are drawn upon to explain the social value inherent in leisure activities. A number of 
authors (Begg 2011; Kyle and Chick 2002; Matheson 2005) adopt these concepts to find 
that festivals organised around a specialist theme or genre (for example folk music) foster 
a sense of fellowship and social authenticity among visitors. 
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Festival research grounded in anthropological and cultural perspectives explores the 
presence of ‘communitas’ (Turner 1979; 1995) as a shared spontaneous sense of 
togetherness and lack of social boundaries that emerges from the celebratory, liminoid 
nature of festivals (e.g., Anderton 2009; Begg 2011; Gardner 2004; Getz 2007; Kim and 
Jamal 2007; Morgan 2009). The notions of ‘carnivalesque’ (Bakhtin 1968) and ‘collective 
effervescence’ (Ehrenreich 2006) are also adapted to explain counter-cultural sociality 
and the experience of ecstatic togetherness at festivals (Anderton 2011; Marling and Kibb 
2012). Such research grounded in the social sciences serves to provide insights into the 
social aspects and meanings associated with festival consumption and plays an important 
role in developing more sophisticated, holistic events and festivals marketing approaches 
(Andrews and Leopold 2013; Getz 2008; 2012). 
 
2.7 Word of Mouth Marketing to eWOM  
Word of mouth (WOM) is the process of conveying information from person to person, 
and it plays a major role in customer buying decisions (Richins & Root-Shaffer, 1988). 
In commercial situations, WOM involves consumers sharing attitudes, opinions, or 
reactions to businesses, products, or services with other people. WOM marketing is 
influential, multifaceted and typically hard to influence (Dellarocas, 2003; Ha, 2006; 
Helps, Lewis, Mobilio, Perry, & Raman, 2004). Positive WOM is considered a powerful 
marketing medium for companies to influence consumers. WOM communication is based 
on social networking and trust: people rely on families, friends, and others in their social 
network. Research also indicates that people appear to trust seemingly disinterested 
opinions from people outside their immediate social network, such as online reviews 
(Duana, Gub,& Whinston, 2008). Such a form of WOM was termed as electronicWOM 
(eWOM) by Chowdury, Jansen, Sobel and Zhang (2009).  
The eWOM has a great influence on brand image and perceptions (Reynolds, 2006; 
Urban, 2005). Wells, Moriarty, & Burnett, (2000) pointed how eWOM helps in creating 
viral marketing operation but (Ennew, Banerjee, & Li, 2000) pointed that it is difficult to 
control overall flow of eWOM. This was majorly due to lack of availability of tools to 
control such eWOM flow. However, today there are many tools to control and measure 
such flow and also analyse eWOM. eg. TweetDeck is a control application used for 
managing the flow of tweets and interaction by various Music Festivals. eWOM offers a 
variety of means to exchange information, be it anonymous or confidential, as well as 
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provides geographical and temporal freedom (Chowdury, Jansen, Sobel and Zhang, 
2009).  
2.7.1 Advantage of eWOM over WOM 
eWOM also offers some degree of permanence (Gelb & Sundaram, 2002; Kiecker & 
Cowles, 2001). On Social engines, it is possible to go back in time access the entire 
eWOM chain from actual root message. For example, on a Facebook fan page it is 
possible to stream all Facebook post by the page since it was first created, be it one year 
back in time, three or so on, thus making the information measurable. 
The Fig 2.10 shown below clearly points towards the WebSphere in context to social 
networking lead by three social networking mediums (Google Plus, Facebook and 
Twitter). It is observed that different social networking sites have dominance in different 
geographical locations.  
 
 
Figure 2.10: Twitter vs. Facebook 
 
As an example, Indians find hard to use Twitter according to a study conducted by an IT 
company TCS (TATA Consultancy Services), therefore giving Facebook a lead place in 
India. (http://ibnlive.in.com/news/indians-find-twitter-complex-to-use-survey/478608-
11.html, accessed on 02/06/2014). In Australia, Twitter has about 25,00,000 active users 
as compared to 13,200,000 active users of Facebook 
(http://www.socialmedianews.com.au/social-media-statistics-australia-march-2014/, 
accessed on 05/06/2016). However, to stream, trace, and analyse a large number of posts 
the most common notion used across all social platforms is the use of '#' (hashtag).  
Communication in Twitter is asynchronous but fast-paced, and its members have 
developed some conventions to keep track of the talk that emerges. These conventions 
include the use of the prefix ‘@’ to signal another member’s username, the abbreviation 
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‘RT’ to indicate that a message has been forwarded (retweeted) and the use of a hashtag 
(#) as a prefix to indicate a search term. Page (2012) states: 
"Within the linguistic marketplace of Twitter, hashtags are a crucial currency which 
enables visibility and projects potential interaction with other members of the site. 
Hashtags can be used to make a term searchable and therefore visible to others who are 
interested in tweets written about the same topic." 
Even though Facebook has a larger user base than Twitter, Facebook is very new to the 
use of '#'. Therefore, in this study, Twitter has been chosen as a suitable social media 
channel. 
 
2.7.2 eWOM as Value-in-exchange in Service Ecosystem 
Artists and Music Festivals need eWOM to promote themselves, create a fan base, interact 
with existing fans (maintain loyalty). As a service system entity, they are continuously in 
need of eWOM as a resource that can be extracted from other service systems.  
In context to Twitter, any user (Service System) can create eWOM about any other user. 
Therefore each user's value proposition is considered as eWOM. Similarly, when for a 
user, the eWOM is created, the eWOM serves as Value-in-use. In terms of immediacy of 
eWOM, microblogging can occur very near the purchase decision or even during the 
purchase process (Barton, 2006). Thus, microblogging has significant implications for 
the success of advertisers, businesses and products as a new eWOM communications, and 
understanding the ramifications of microblogging is critical for these stakeholders. 
(Chowdury, Jansen, Sobel and Zhang, 2009) 
Since in this Service ecosystem both value proposition and Value-in-use is eWOM, it 
automatically becomes value-in-exchange as well. So Bands, Music Festival and 
customers engage and co-create eWOM as a value. 
 
2.8 Types of Social Media Tools 
Social Media has become a popular medium for users to share information about 
themselves in media like Facebook and Twitter. Social media is a phrase with its emphasis 
on multiple forms; like the social Internet, Web 2.0 (O'Reilly, 2005), and virtual 
community (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002; Kozinets, 1999; Porter, 2004). It has facilitated 
a new innovative approach to thinking, business and its use of technology through Web 
2.0 and social media. 
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The two-way interaction between users, and companies and further users on the other are 
the core of social media and its user-generated content. Tools of Social media such as 
blogs, tweets, social networks, communities, and forums enable content production and 
interaction (Constantinides & Fountain, 2008; Kozinets, 1999). 
Constantinides and Fountain (2008) divide Web 2.0 tools (referred to in this study as 
types of social media) into five categories: blogs, social networks, content communities, 
forums/bulletin boards, and content aggregators. There is a clear overlap in these 
categories (e.g. blogs are used to record opinions, provides descriptions of events and can 
also be interpreted as a subtype of content communities where opinions are shared 
through graphics or videos). This research denotes the tools of social media as 
representations and features of a range of online communities. 
The Record Labels, Festival Producers use multiple social media tools, but majorly 
classified into two categories: 1) Content-based mediums and 2) Social Sharing Based 
mediums. 
Content communities used for artist marketing include YouTube, Spotify, blogs, forums, 
and widgets. Record labels, Festivals producers and independent artists upload artists' 
music videos and other audio-visual content to YouTube and share content links in other 
social sharing based medium/communities such as Facebook and Twitter. 
One of the very interesting findings from Mikko, Lankinen, Mäntymäki & Salo (2013) 
was the response of a festival visitor during the study, the response was: 
"If I am going for a gig and know say one band out of ten, I usually listen to the other 
bands through MySpace … are they worth hearing or should I, for example, go to the gig 
later. And the same thing belongs to my regular festival rituals. I start listening to bands 
a month or two before the festival and think what would be worth seeing."  
This brings to an understanding that value in exchange in context to festivals exists not 
just during the festival, rather each interaction before or after the festival is contributing 
to value in exchange. Therefore, it becomes important for this study to bring the before 
and after related 'value in exchange' in study context. 
 
2.9 eWOM to TwitterBuzz 
The notion of Buzz can be defined as "The feeling experienced by someone in a 
stimulated state" (http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=buzz).  
When a topic/entity/brand/subject/expression is talked about on Twitter by  multiple 
users, it creates a stimulated state, thus this study proposes a new variable called 
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'TwitterBuzz', which is defined as the eWOM about a certain 
topic/entity/brand/subject/expression, present in Tweets and Retweet messages, and can 
be extracted and quantified. 
In context to Music Festivals, TwitterBuzz is created as: 
x Music Festivals talks about Bands, introducing/announcements of Artists Lineup  
x Festival-goers talk about Bands, Music Festival, their feelings and experiences 
related to Music Festival 
x Bands talks about Music Festivals they will be playing at, and callouts to audience 
to come to the festival 
x Bands promote their new albums  
x Music Festivals, Artists and festival goers engage in conversation be it contests, 
bookings, views or reviews   
Therefore, eWOM on Twitter can be termed as TwitterBuzz. Since eWOM is the value-
in-exchange in context to Music Festival and its Ecosystem, TwitterBuzz is the value-in-
exchange that all Actors in the ecosystem are co-creating. 
Forms of self-branding and micro-celebrity operate on a spectrum which includes 
corporations who personalize their identity (Chouliaraki and Morsing, 2009), the use of 
branded products to signal status and identity (Marwick, 2010) and more generally, the 
production of a public persona that can be treated as a ‘commodity sign’ that is consumed 
and reproduced by others (Hearn, 2008). Both Festivals and Bands engages heavily in 
Twitter to self-brand themselves, and since twitter buzz helps them to create brand image 
among the audience, it serves as a value to them. Page (2012) pointed towards how 
important it is for firms to achieve visibility and influence deemed necessary to achieve 
status or fame in the offline world. 
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Chapter 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a detailed discussion of the research methodology and approach of 
this study. The qualitative backdrop of this study does not just explore the answers to 
research questions provided in Chapter 1, but creates new tangents where S-D logic as a 
theory can be explored, and new dimensions to the marketing literature and lexicon can 
be added. 
The study utilises a qualitative approach in a networked data environment. The qualitative 
approach provides a solid foundation for exploring new knowledge in the form of themes, 
and the networked data (social media data) helped in defining the boundary and context 
for the S-D logic underpinning this research. This chapter outlines the overall approach, 
research process and data collection procedures. 
3.2 Research Paradigm 
For a research study, it is very important to have a set of beliefs or philosophical views 
grounded in principle, which not only guide the research but define the philosophy behind 
the research. As Guba and Lincoln (1994) stated: 
A paradigm may be viewed as a set of basic belief (or metaphysics) that deals with 
ultimates or first principles. It represents a worldview that defines, for its holder, the 
nature of the world, the individual’s place in it, and the range of possible relationships 
between that world and its parts, as, for example, cosmologies and theologies do. 
S-D logic is a paradigm itself. This study explores neoclassic marketing theory, but 
through a different lens. Each time a new view is created, there is a need for new words 
to define the themes that come into existence. However, the distance of the lens (paradigm 
context) from the object defines what can be seen and explored. 
This is similar to the case of knowledge around marketing theory, which is limited and 
defined by the way academia regards it, building only on traditional concepts or 
understanding. S-D logic takes a grander view; it covers not only marketing knowledge 
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but knowledge from other dimensions, which makes marketing a multidisciplinary 
domain in itself. 
Views and philosophies are always present in the backdrop of research; however, they 
might be hidden in the front layer (Creswell 2009). Other than defining philosophies 
behind the research study, research methodology is usually capable of interpreting the 
research paradigm (Neuman 2000). 
Based on the importance of the research paradigm, the present study used a constructivist 
paradigm (Guba & Lincoln 1994), employing a qualitative method study widely endorsed 
by scholars (Golafshani 2003; Healy & Perry 2000; Morrow 2005; Ponterotto 2005; Rolfe 
2006; Seale 1999). The ontological backdrop of constructivism is relativism, which is 
based on the principle that reality (as known so far) is open to new interpretations. New 
interpretations guide the exploration, understanding and reconstruction of the aim of 
inquiry. Over time, various constructions may exist, competing and complimenting one 
other, thereby formulating informed and sophisticated knowledge. Social realities change 
and evolve with informed constructions. One of the fundamental understandings of the 
constructivism paradigm can be found in Guba and Lincoln (1994), who stated: 
Realities are apprehendable in the form of multiple, intangible mental constructions, 
socially and experientially based, local and specific in nature (although elements are 
often shared among many individuals and even across cultures), and dependent for their 
form and content on the individual persons or groups holding the constructions. 
3.3 Principles for Designing a Qualitative Method Approach 
The importance of qualitative approach for this study lies in its capacity to explore themes 
(DeSantis & Ugarriza 2002). The definition of theme remained questionable for an 
extended period in literature, with definitions varying from data grouped around a central 
issue (Brink & Wood 1994), a structural meaning unit of data (Streubert & Carpenter 
1995), recurring regularity (Polit & Hungler 1997) and categories of experiences 
(Dempsey & Dempsey 1996) to thematic analysis, a technique to recognise common 
patterns in textual data (Wilson 1993). This study adopts the definition of theme given by 
DeSantis and Ugarriza (2002):  
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A theme is an abstract entity that brings meaning and identity to a recurrent 
experience and its variant manifestations. As such, a theme captures and unifies 
the nature or basis of the experience into a meaningful whole. 
This definition adheres to five key aspects: 
1. Overall entity: the experience. The theme should emerge with an overall meaning 
or context. It defines the existence of an experience in the data set. 
2. Structure: the nature or basis of the experience. The theme appears in a contextual 
structure forming a pattern that encapsulates an experience. 
3. Function: the capturing and unification of the nature or basis of the experience 
into a meaningful whole. The theme has a meaningful whole, both independently 
and when unified with data as a whole. 
4. Form: the stability and/or variability of the multiple manifestations of the 
experience. The theme creates a pattern that can be found with little or no variation 
to the principal experience. 
5. Mode: the recurrence of the experience. The theme recurs and reappears in a 
substantial and carefully chosen sample size, which marks the strength of the 
theme appearing too. 
Because of the large amount of textual data gathered from social media in this study, 
observing and reporting themes to answer research questions is scalable and measurable. 
The methodology further requires analysing themes, putting them together in context, and 
assessing how they relate to each other to form a global theme that answers the principal 
research question. Thematic networks, developed by Attride-Stirling (2001), comprise an 
analytical tool in qualitative research that develops the analytical framework for the 
themes that emerged in this study. One of the most important parts of grounding and 
implementing qualitative methods in a research study is to explain and document the 
methods of analysis. Thematic networks address this problem, and help in systematising 
and disclosing the process of analysis of textual data. The process of creating derivatives 
of themes from textual data is well established in the qualitative research literature. In this 
sense, thematic networks are not so different to just organising themes in context and 
forming an opinion to address the research questions: ‘What thematic networks offer are 
the web-like network as an organising principle and a representational means, and it 
makes explicit the procedures that may be employed in going from text to interpretation’ 
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(Attride-Stirling 2001). Thematic networks organise themes into three categories (see 
Figure 3.1): 
1. Basic themes. These are the most basic, lowest-order themes derived from the data 
set. Usually, all themes to emerge from the data without a broader context applied 
are basic themes. These themes need a broader research context to explain their 
behaviour, other than their self-contained setting (theme’s immediate meaning). 
2. Organising themes. These are middle-order themes that cluster together a few 
basic themes, providing a broader and more revealing context. 
3. Global theme. A global theme is a superordinate, highest-order theme that 
encapsulates all organising themes and addresses the main research study context. 
They are not just a summary of all the themes that emerged, but a more revealing 
and contextual notion of the research study. 
 
Figure 3.1: Structure of a thematic network (Attride-Stirling 2001) 
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Figure 3.2 shows a flow chart of the basic procedures in implementing thematic networks, 
as developed by Attride-Stirling (2001). Further explanation and implementation of this 
process are presented in coming chapters on data analysis. 
 
Figure 3.2: Flow chart of basic research procedure (Attride-Stirling 2001) 
3.4 Context Adaptation: Twitter as Data Source 
Twitter’s popularity as a data source has grown immensely. Especially in the domain of 
disaster management, Twitter has emerged as a platform that has resulted in many 
research and application developments. Twitter garnered interest from research groups 
because of its ability to broadcast information through 140-character microblogs and 
retain the chain of information in the form of a conversation. Kumar, Morstatter and Liu 
(2013) used Twitter in their research to identify the relevant user for disaster management, 
while Sakaki, Okazaki and Matsuoand (2010) used Twitter to predict the occurrence of 
earthquakes. Twitter has been used by researchers worldwide from China (Qu et al. 2011) 
to Chile (Mendoza, Poblete & Castillo 2010) to manage disasters. The principle behind 
using Twitter in research is that it is a form of networked data. 
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The research architecture of this study is based on the Twitter data analysis methodology 
of Kumar, Morstatter and Liu (2013), who demonstrated the use of application program 
interfaces (API) for exploring Twitter data and MongoDB for data storing techniques. 
However, with advancement in Twitter analysis technology and availability of tools, this 
study uses NVivo and NCapture as tools to capture, record and analyse data. 
The data sample in this study consists of tweets extracted using the Twitter API from 
publicly available Twitter accounts of five music festivals in Australia (Falls Festival, 
Future Music Festival, Laneway, Soundwave and Splendour in the Grass) and the 
bands/artists playing at these festivals. All the selected festivals operate in multiple cities 
in Australia and provide multi-genre music. A festival v. artist matrix is created, and the 
top 50 bands on the basis of multiple participation, celebrity status, genre and frequency 
of interaction on Twitter are selected for this study. 
3.5 Data Collection 
Tweets were collected for each music festival in three different phases: pre-event, during 
event and post-event, where the pre-event and post-event duration ran from one month 
from the date of the start and the end of festival, respectively. 
Through initial data exploration, it was expected that the complete data set would consist 
of 100,000 plus tweets. This size is relatively modest compared with other large-scale 
studies of Twitter, and enabled the analysis to trace and explore the co-value created 
among various actors in the music festival service ecosystem. 
Approximately 1.4 million tweets were collected for this study, which, at this stage, is the 
largest such data sample. Agarwal, Xie, Vovsha & Rambow (2011) used 11,875 Tweets 
for study based on sentiment analysis. Barbera (2014) attempted a big data study on 
Twitter  with 473,640 users in the US, 135,015 in the UK, 123,846 in Spain, and 96,624 
in the Netherlands; however, this study only focused on identifying uses and analysing 
them from political perspective and similarities, tweets were not recorded. Mowery, 
Bryan & Conway (2017) used Twitter Dataset on 9300 tweets to reflect on population 
health. For each festival, keywords (hashtags) were identified through secondary 
research. This substantiates the data set used for this study being very large scale in 
comparison to the Twitter data set used in other studies so far.  
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For each festival, the following data were recorded: 
x Total tweets by festival Twitter account during the three phases and total retweets 
generated by such tweets. 
x Total tweets by festival Twitter account mentioning specific bands/artists during 
the three phases and total retweets produced by such tweets. 
x Total tweets by festival Twitter account in response to users during each phase, 
and total retweets generated by such tweets. 
For each band/artist, the following data were recorded: 
x Total tweets by band/artist Twitter account during the three phases and total 
retweets generated by such tweets. 
x Total tweets by band/artist Twitter account mentioning the specific festival during 
the three phases and total retweets produced by such tweets. 
x Total tweets by band/artist Twitter account in response to a tweet by a user (the 
user’s tweet should mention a particular festival) and total retweets generated by 
such tweets. 
Further, the following data were recorded: 
x Total tweets by users’ Twitter accounts (mentioning a specific festival) and total 
retweets generated by such tweets. 
x Total tweets by users’ Twitter accounts (mentioning a specific festival and a 
particular band/artist) and total retweets generated by such tweets. 
3.5.1 Twitter Profile Data 
On Twitter, users create profiles to describe themselves to other users. A user’s profile is 
a rich source of information. An example of a Twitter user’s profile is presented in Figure 
3.3, where the following distinct pieces of information can be observed: 
x user’s real name (Mohit R. Pandit) 
x user’s Twitter handle (@themohitpandit)  
x user’s location (Melbourne)  
x URL, which typically points to a more detailed profile of the user on an external 
website (livemudd.com)  
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x textual description of the user and his interests (artist, musician, social 
entrepreneur founder)  
x user’s network activity information on Twitter (53.6K followers, following 32)  
x number of tweets published by the user (27 tweets)  
x verified mark if Twitter has externally verified the identity of the user. 
 
Figure 3.3: Twitter user profile snapshot 
3.5.2 Twitter API 
API is used on Twitter for various operations from authenticating users to data retrieval. 
Though most of the data on Twitter is publicly available, Twitter uses OAuth (Open 
Authentication) API to authenticate users and record who is accessing the data by running 
queries on APIs. OAuth is an open standard for authentication adopted by Twitter. The 
authentication of API requests on Twitter is carried out using OAuth. Figure 3.4 
summarises the steps involved in using OAuth to access Twitter API. 
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Figure 3.4: OAuth work flow 
Once a user is identified and granted access to data, the user runs queries on Search API 
to seek the relevant data through search keywords. The Search API retrieves the data 
generated in the last seven days from the time of query being run. 
The Search API is accessed through a web browser at a web link, twitter.com/search. 
Proper query syntax is required to retrieve data; for example: 
1. To search for Tweets referencing @fallsofficial account, simply type 
@fallsofficial in the search bar and press enter. The page will show tweets 
containing @fallsofficial. 
2. To see tweets generated only by @fallsofficial, type twitter.com/fallsofficial in 
the web browser and hit enter. 
The following operators can be used in syntax to obtain the context data (see Figure 3.5): 
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Figure 3.5: Twitter search operators 
3.5.3 NCapture 
NCapture is a web browser extension to quickly and easily capture content, such as web 
pages, online PDFs and social media for analysis in NVivo 11. NCapture is a utility tool 
that operates inside a computer as a web browser extension and does not have a standalone 
version of its own. In this study, NCapture for Chrome was used. NCapture can be used 
to gather tweets from Twitter—for example, tweets that include a particular word, phrase 
or hashtag, or tweets by a particular user. These were imported into Nvivo as a dataset 
source. Twitter content can only be imported into Nvivo for Mac if captured as a PDF. 
Because of this, data collection was conducted on the Windows platform. 
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3.5.4 Twitter Data Reliability 
The dataset for this study has been collected in three phases, pre-event, during the event 
and post-event. This ensures integrity and reliability of data. The data is electronically 
captured into NVIVO. Cheliotis, Lu & Yi (2015) presented some of the important 
reliability issues, especially in the context of an electronic collection of data. The main 
focus here was to demonstrate how data replication can cause reliability issues, therefore 
it needs to be addressed. The dataset recorded in this study is searched through planned 
queries on Twitter API so that there is no overlap of the data. Special care has been taken 
during merging of data and data set from different Festivals were never merged to protect 
reliability. Jussila, Vuori, Okkonen & Helander (2017) presented a very important aspect 
of Twitter data reliability with respect to sentiment analysis but since this study is not 
using sentiment analysis in methodology, the data set stands reliably. 
3.6 Twitter Network Analysis 
When analysing Twitter data, many questions can be asked. Who is the most important? 
What are people talking about? How are they responding to a product? Many of these 
questions can be answered through network analysis (Anderson & Vongpanitlerd 2013; 
Scott 2012; Wasserman & Faust 1994). Using proper network measures, we can find 
important actors or topics in a network. 
3.6.1 Network 
A network is a set of vertices linked by a set of edges. While its representation and 
visualisation are simple, the choices (context) made when defining/creating the network 
can have a significant impact on the way it is interpreted. 
3.6.2 Vertices 
Vertices are the elements or entities that make up a network. In both networks presented 
in Figure 3.6, Alice, Bob and Carol are the vertices. In Twitter networks, the vertices are 
basically users, and these could be users representing a person, an organisation or even 
an event.  
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(a) A simple undirected network. Here, 
links are symmetric or nondirectional 
(Alice is joined to Bob and vice versa). 
(b) A simple directed network. Here, 
links are asymmetric or directional (Bob 
is joined to Alice, but Alice is not joined 
to Bob). 
Figure 3.6: Some basic networks illustrating different kind of edges in a network 
3.6.3 Edges 
Edges join vertices. In the context of Twitter, edges are conversations that connect users. 
Undirected edges symmetrically join vertices. These usually represent a two-way 
conversation, ignored by degree centrality, but the most critical node through the lens of 
eigenvector centrality. In Figure 3.7, Alice, the user with the most retweets, listens to 
Bob, elevating his centrality. 
 
Figure 3.7: Eigenvector centrality 
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3.6.4 Betweenness Centrality: Who Controls the Flow of Information? 
Here, importance is viewed from another perspective: the user’s ability to control the flow 
of information. When information travels through a network, it takes the most convenient 
path possible. The most suitable path in a network is the shortest path. Betweenness 
centrality measures the number of shortest paths in which the user is in the sequence of 
nodes in the path. In this measure of centrality, a user is important because he controls 
the routes of information flow in the network. His centrality score is the fraction of 
shortest paths that travel through the node. Figure 3.8 shows an example retweet graph 
with the nodes sized by their betweenness centrality. This time, Alice is not important 
because she has the most adjacent nodes, but because many of the shortest paths go 
through her. 
 
Figure 3.8: Betweenness centrality 
3.6.5 Visualising Geospatial Information 
Geospatial visualisation can help to answer the following questions: 
x Where are events occurring? 
x Where are new events likely to occur? 
The location information is typically used to gain insight into the prominent locations in 
discussing an event. Maps are an obvious choice to visualise location information. Maps 
can be used to effectively summarise location information and aid in the analysis of 
tweets. A first attempt at creating a map identifying tweet locations would simply 
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highlight the individual tweet locations. A dot identifies each tweet on the map; such dots 
are referred to as markers. The shape, colour and style of a marker can be customised to 
match the application requirements. Maps are rendered as a collection of images, called 
tiles. An example of the ‘dots on map’ approach is presented in Figure 3.9. The map uses 
OpenStreetMaps tiles and presents two colours of dot. The blue dots are plotted using the 
location field in the user’s Twitter profile, while the green dots represent geotagged 
tweets. 
 
Figure 3.9: An example of the ‘dots on map’ approach 
3.6.6 Visualising Textual Information 
The text is an integral part of Twitter. Two approaches to visualise text are discussed 
below. 
Word Clouds 
Word clouds highlight important words in the text. Typically, the frequency of a word is 
used as a measure of its importance. Word clouds are an effective summarising technique. 
In word clouds, the importance of a word is highlighted using its font size. The language 
used on Twitter is multilingual and mostly informal. Punctuations and correctness of 
grammar are often sacrificed to gain additional characters. Abbreviations are also 
frequently employed. To generate a word cloud, we first remove these elements and break 
the text into tokens (see Figure 3.10). 
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Figure 3.10: An example of a word cloud  
Adding Context to Word Clouds 
While word clouds are effective in summarising text, they place the responsibility of 
understanding the context of word usage on the reader. This is often not straightforward, 
because of the limited information present in the word clouds. For example, if two words 
are used with relatively similar frequency, they are both highlighted equally in the 
visualisation; however, a reader cannot determine if the words were used together or 
separately. This problem can be alleviated by incorporating another dimension to add 
context to word clouds. Here, we show how to use the time of usage of words to create a 
visualisation with more context. To demonstrate, we pick the top keywords observed in 
the word cloud in Figure 3.11 and organise them into five broad topics: 
1. people: protesters, people 
2. police: NYPD, police, cops, raid 
3. judiciary: court, eviction, order, judge 
4. location: NYC, Zuccotti, park 
5. media: press, news, media 
The time and volume of usage of these topics are presented in a topic chart in Figure 3.11. 
The topic chart was created using CreateTopicChart, with the granularity of time set to 
one hour. Information is presented in the form of a heatmap, where both the colour and 
the size of the node represent the frequency of the occurrence of the topic. Police-related 
words are discussed more often than other groups. It is also observed that the discussion 
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related to judiciary does not gain traction until the middle of the day. Time can be replaced 
by other dimensions, such as location, depending on the intended application of the 
visualisation. This visualisation goes beyond the frequency of words by leveraging the 
time dimension to help elicit interesting patterns in the text. 
 
Figure 3.11: Heatmap of the five topics combined with temporal information 
3.6.7 Sociogram Analysis 
The Sociogram analysis employs the methodology of analysing the activity circuit of a 
particular Twitter user. For example, for an artist, who are the fans retweeting the most, 
who are other artists who engage the most through conversation,  which are the tweets 
from other users that artist himself/herself retweets the most. 
Sociogram Analysis also reflects on the total engagement of a user in its social network. 
Factors like Tweet Frequency, most active hours, etc are important.  This analysis forms 
a birds eye view on total interaction and engagement around a Twitter account.  
 
3.7 Central Research Context  
This study explores the actual process of value creation in a network environment. 
Although verifying the argument and proposition is not the central objective, it is 
important to learn from the process outcomes and to connect these back to the nine FPs 
of S-D logic to assess to what extent they hold true. To the end, the following research 
questions and objectives were developed. 
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3.7.1 Research Questions 
1. How do music festivals, bands/artists and customers (festival goers) co-create the 
value-in-exchange in the service ecosystem context? 
2. How do the actors involved in the network interact in the process of co-creation 
of value? 
3.7.2 Research Objectives 
1. To identify how actors (festivals, artists and customers) interinfluence the process 
of co-creation of value among festivals, artists and customers. 
2. To examine the interaction among various actors in the process of co-creation of 
value in the context of music festivals. 
3. To formulate an embryonic model that can further guide the understanding of 
complex networks of service systems and advise festival managers on how to 
create better value. 
3.8 Proposed Simplest Possible Network 
Figure 3.12 shows the simplest possible network involving a festival, band/artist and 
customer in the context of a music festival service ecosystem. 
 
Figure 3.12: Conceptual model for value-in-exchange and value-in-use at music 
festivals 
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3.9 Proposed Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis 
Based on the proposed simplest network, two frameworks were developed, to formulate 
a total of nine hypotheses. These hypothesises can be scanned through the data in the 
form of anticipated themes. The first conceptual framework is based on the simple 
assumption that in a music festival, at least during the participation phase, the three agents 
are each creating value for the other two (see Figure 3.13). For example, festival creates 
FVc (festival-created value for the customer) and FVa (festival-created value for the 
artist). Also, each entity has its own Twitter buzz around them, value equity, which is 
largely affected by contributions from values created by others. For example, an artist 
already has a certain number of followers, however, performing at a music festival can 
significantly increase this number.  
 
Figure 3.13: Proposed conceptual framework: Model 1 
Conceptual Framework 2 is formulated on the more complex basis of how various values 
add up and are related to each other. V1, V2 and V3 are three different versions of total 
value-in-exchange between any give two entities. Thus, another set of hypotheses, H7, 
H8 and H9, are proposed. 
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Figure 3.14: Proposed conceptual framework: Model 2 
 
CVf Value created by customer for festival 
Avf Value created by artist for festival 
CVa Value created by customer for artist 
FVa Value created by festival for artist 
FVc Value created by festival for customer 
AVc Value created by artist for customer 
V1 Value-in-exchange between festival and customer  
V2 Value-in-exchange between festival and artist  
V3 Value-in-exchange between customer and artist  
Va Total value created by artist 
Vf Total value created by festival 
Vc Total value created by customer 
 
3.10 Ethical Considerations 
This study conforms to standard ethical procedures. Participants were not at risk in 
participating in this research activity; that is, there was neither harm nor discomfort 
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experienced by informants in the research, in any form of daily encounters performing 
daily routines or psychological examination. The research study required only data that 
are secondary in nature, publicly available on Twitter.com. Twitter data that were ever 
made private by any user were not recorded in the data set used for this research. The 
Twitter OAuth API automatically denies access to private Twitter data. 
Ethics clearance was obtained from the RMIT Human Research Ethics Committee 
(HREC), application number 18940. All data were stored at the RMIT university research 
desk computer (password protected) in a secure drive. Ethics approval is attached in 
Appendix 1 of the thesis. 
3.11 Conclusion 
This chapter discussed the constructivism research paradigm that supported the 
implementation of the qualitative design in the research methodology. The principle of 
qualitative design and the use of Twitter data analysis were explained. Data were 
collected during the established time frame through Twitter API. The analysis was 
completed in two major phases: first, through cluster analysis in NVivo, and second, via 
thematic analysis. The themes that emerged in the data were checked against initial 
hypotheses for this study and a construct developed. Chapter 6 presents all the themes 
that emerged during data analysis, and Chapter 7 presents the thematic analysis of all 
themes. A reflection on S-D logic FPs and an emerging FP is discussed in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 4: DATA ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction: Festival Twitter Analysis 
Festival networks are huge, with thousands of artists and millions of users interacting in 
a very dynamic network environment. To keep the study scalable and measurable, it was 
important to form a general viewpoint around the festival, so that the most relevant 
entities could be the focus. To this end, a sociogram analysis of a festival’s Twitter 
account was run, with NCapture used to collect the data from the festival account and 
import it to NVivo 11 Plus to create its statistical form. 
From the sociogram analysis of the festival account, three sets of 10 influential users were 
identified. The first set included the top 10 users who were retweeted the most by the 
festival. Retweeting a user in a value context means creating value for a user by 
retweeting a tweet and making it available to a wider audience. Every time a tweet is 
retweeted, it becomes directly accessible to see on the direct network of the user who 
retweeted, thereby increasing the audience for the original user of the tweet. 
This works like word of mouth; the message spreads from one network to others via 
significant ‘influencers’. The user who retweets acts as a message carrier, and as an 
influencer; however, the measure of influence may vary from user to user depending on 
the size and strength of their network. 
The next set identified the top 10 users who replied the most to the festival. When a user 
replies to another user, the user becomes engaged in the conversation, thereby co-creating 
value. These ten users show a high level of engagement with the festival, and thus, are 
also influential in creating value around the festival. 
The third set of users is comprised of users who were most mentioned by the festival 
itself. This is a straightforward case of the festival creating value for these users, by 
making an effort to engage them in conversations, very much like proposing value out 
into the network. 
The top 10 hashtags that the festival used in creating conversations were identified. 
Hashtags are critical because they form the basis for most of the value, and act as identifier 
tags to conversations. 
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4.2 Falls Festival 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Falls Festival Twitter account summary 
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Table 4.1: Most Engaged Users on the Falls Festival Twitter account 
Top 10 users most 
retweeted by Falls 
Festival: 
@triplej (42), @triplejmornings (15), @thewombats (12), 
@theAUreview (12), @triplejunearthd (12), @FasterLouder 
(12), @tonedeaf_music (10), @musicfeeds (10), 
@GroupieMagazine (9), @awonderdj (8) 
Top 10 users most 
replied by Falls 
Festival: 
@expectokatronum (22), @ohgeorge1 (22), @DawsSteph 
(21), @T_Griffiths24 (21), @lilygoestofalls (20), @keenstu 
(20), @GBell91 (20), @DanielConn (19), 
@MerridyLeonard (17), @davidgalea24 (17) 
Top 10 users most 
mentioned by Falls 
Festival: 
@triplej (55), @ohgeorge1 (25), @GBell91 (23), 
@expectokatronum (22), @DawsSteph (21), 
@T_Griffiths24 (21), @keenstu (20), @lilygoestofalls (20), 
@DanielConn (19), @MelvBurkhart (18) 
Top 10 hashtags most 
used by Falls Festival: 
#fallsfestival (392), #falls2013 (296), #falls2012 (117), 
#fallstrivia (49), #lorne (47), #marionbay (26), #hottest100 
(24), #sxsw (17), #splendourinthegrass (6), #latw (5) 
4.2.1 Top 5 Retweeted Tweets: Falls Festival 
Top retweeted tweet #1 26/12/2015: New #Lorne Venue news: 
lorne.fallsfestival.com.au/news/ #fallsfestival (102 
retweets - 113 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/680662394205421
568 
Top retweeted tweet #2 11/08/2013: Here it is folks, the #Falls2013 lineup! Ticket 
ballot now open at fallsfestival.com 
http://t.co/wpboRYsGos (100 retweets - 33 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/366683208521224
193 
Top retweeted tweet #3 03/01/2016: Miley Cyrus dropped in last night: 
dailytelegraph.com.au/entertainment/… #fallsfestival (87 
retweets - 82 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/683477894530613
248 
Top retweeted tweet #4 08/08/2013: Our 2013 lineup will be announced on 
Monday morning via @triplej! #Falls2013 (82 retweets - 
41 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/365609759509970
944 
Top retweeted tweet #5 26/12/2015: Sorry for the delays, we are close to releasing 
a statement #fallsfestival #Lorne (80 retweets - 92 
favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/680643359375884
288 
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4.2.2 Top 5 Favourited Tweets: Falls Festival 
Top favourited tweet 
#1 
26/12/2015: New #Lorne Venue news: 
lorne.fallsfestival.com.au/news/ #fallsfestival (102 retweets - 113 
favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/680662394205421568 
Top favourited tweet 
#2 
26/12/2015: Sorry for the delays, we are close to releasing a 
statement #fallsfestival #Lorne (80 retweets - 92 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/680643359375884288 
Top favourited tweet 
#3 
03/01/2016: Miley Cyrus dropped in last night: 
dailytelegraph.com.au/entertainment/… #fallsfestival (87 retweets - 
82 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/683477894530613248 
Top favourited tweet 
#4 
02/08/2015: So happy to be able to share the 2015 line-up with you 
all! Ticket ballot now open: fallsfestival.com.au #fallsfestival (59 
retweets - 79 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/627966056728956928 
Top favourited tweet 
#5 
02/08/2015: Get ready to swipe right! The 2015 #fallsfestival line-
up is dropping tomorrow morning, tune into @mattandalex. (14 
retweets - 55 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/fallsofficial/statuses/627773386769330176 
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4.3 Splendour in the Grass 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: SITG Festival Twitter account summary 
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Table 4.2: Most engaged users at SITG Festival Twitter account  
Top 10 users most 
retweeted by SITG: 
@secretsounds (117), @triplej (43), @dewprocess (36), 
@villagesounds (25), @GroupieMagazine (20), 
@timmanton (19), @triplejmornings (15), @triplejunearthd 
(14), @commongroundbb (13), @DeezerAustralia (12) 
Top 10 users most 
replied by SITG: 
@triplej (15), @KINGSWOODBAND (11), @darkestsin_ 
(11), @fighella (10), @AZEALIABANKS (9), @timmanton 
(7), @TimRickman (7), @awonderdj (7), @triplejmornings 
(6), @musclesmusic (6) 
Top 10 users most 
mentioned by SITG: 
@triplej (141), @SITG (127), @moshtix_com_au (56), 
@secretsounds (49), @AZEALIABANKS (30), 
@LanaDelRey (29), @triplejunearthd (27), @timmanton 
(23), @BlocParty (21), @KINGSWOODBAND (20) 
Top 10 hashtags most 
used by SITG: 
#sitg (527), #splendourinthegrass (475), #twitterhunt (146), 
#sitg2015 (78), #splendour (67), #najs (52), #fy (43), 
#hurryupjuly (40), #sitg2016 (38), #excited (35) 
4.3.1 Top 5 Retweeted Tweets: SITG Festival 
Top retweeted tweet 
#1 
12/04/2016: IT'S HERE. #SITG2016 lineup and ticketing info 
at splendourinthegrass.com https://t.co/cvJJl7Gh4C (278 
retweets - 281 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/720012280864198656 
Top retweeted tweet 
#2 
14/04/2015: IT'S HERE. #SITG2015 lineup and ticketing info 
at splendourinthegrass.com #getexcited #splendour 
http://t.co/W4v8wfVcyg (236 retweets - 261 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/588106874484092928 
Top retweeted tweet 
#3 
22/04/2014: Splendour In The Grass 2014 lineup is here!! 
splendourinthegrass.com/main-lineup.ht… (211 retweets - 118 
favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/458731347109240832 
Top retweeted tweet 
#4 
23/04/2013: THE WAIT IS OVER!! Welcome to Splendour in 
the Grass 2013!!! bit.ly/ZjkDYZ #SITG #cantwait #hurryupjuly 
(126 retweets - 39 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/326819512647294976 
Top retweeted tweet 
#5 
09/02/2012: Big news - we're coming back to Byron Bay! 
#Splendour 2012, Byron Bay, 27-29 July. Watch! 
youtube.com/watch?v=r9soVS… (89 retweets - 6 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/167718529775321089 
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4.3.2 Top 5 Favourited Tweets: SITG Festival 
Top favourited tweet 
#1 
12/04/2016: IT'S HERE. #SITG2016 lineup and ticketing info 
at splendourinthegrass.com https://t.co/cvJJl7Gh4C (278 
retweets - 281 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/720012280864198656 
Top favourited tweet 
#2 
14/04/2015: IT'S HERE. #SITG2015 lineup and ticketing info 
at splendourinthegrass.com #getexcited #splendour 
http://t.co/W4v8wfVcyg (236 retweets - 261 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/588106874484092928 
Top favourited tweet 
#3 
20/04/2016: BOOM! We are officially onsale for #SITG2016! 
https://t.co/diR2XOQzTW (76 retweets - 241 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/722922843785146370 
Top favourited tweet 
#4 
15/04/2015: Buddies counting on you for #SITG2015 tickets? 
Get them early, with #PayPalSITGPresale tinyurl.com/p8hsoau 
http://t.co/qw0ITiEoCn (47 retweets - 193 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/588226536815386626 
Top favourited tweet 
#5 
20/04/2016: Listen up y'all! #SITG2016 will be on sale 
tomorrow! All details can be found here -  splndr.co/2016news 
https://t.co/GJBwm8OtzY (53 retweets - 170 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/SITG/statuses/722625646816583680 
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4.4 Soundwave Festival 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Soundwave Festival Twitter account summary 
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Table 4.3: Most engaged users at Soundwave Festival Twitter account  
Top 10 users most 
retweeted by 
Soundwave Festival: 
@soundwavetours (69), @V_Hits (38), @SpotlightReport 
(24), @iamnotshouting (23), @MetalHammer (19), 
@musicfeeds (18), @triplej (16), @Hysteria_mag (15), 
@ChrisSoundwave (12), @Potterprincesss (10) 
Top 10 users most 
replied by Soundwave 
Festival: 
@iamnotshouting (41), @Jessum4679 (13), @castleet (12), 
@joshgraham12 (7), @DarcyDTD (7), @knuckleilpuckil 
(6), @heavymetalgnome (6), @Tragic_Departed (6), 
@matthewsmith510 (5), @RachelJB93 (5) 
Top 10 users most 
mentioned by 
Soundwave Festival: 
@iamnotshouting (133), @MetalHammer (19), 
@doctormcdougall (17), @Jessum4679 (16), @RachelJB93 
(14), @triplejunearthd (14), @bmthofficial (14), @castleet 
(13), @musicfeeds (13), @soundwavetours (12) 
Top 10 hashtags most 
used by Soundwave 
Festival: 
#sw15 (283), #sw16 (122), #thechatcave (79), #sidewaves 
(45), #tss (35), #sidewave (8), #thatsthespirit (7), #venom 
(5), #nowwatching (5), #excited (3) 
 
4.4.1 Top 5 Retweeted Tweets: Soundwave Festival 
Top retweeted tweet 
#1 
30/10/2015: Welcome to Soundwave 2016! #SW16 
https://t.co/Zd4y5ihXMX (376 retweets - 783 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/660025416728444928 
Top retweeted tweet 
#2 
20/02/2015: #SW15 Melbourne SCHEDULE 
Day 1 is here for those that don't app  bit.ly/SW15melbourneT… 
http://t.co/sj2IAlvtHc (267 retweets - 929 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/568917173709570048 
Top retweeted tweet 
#3 
24/11/2015: Spend your Tuesday arvo with Frank Iero via this 
Silver Tiger Media chat goo.gl/30mGwe FRNKIERO ANDTHE 
CELLABRATION play #SW16 (175 retweets - 809 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/668990515778449410 
Top retweeted tweet 
#4 
05/02/2015: SYDNEY! Are you ready for us? #SW15 is coming 
for you! Wkend Passes / Single Day tix from bit.ly/SW15sydn 
http://t.co/lc5nMVwbJP (114 retweets - 298 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/563227156906385409 
Top retweeted tweet 
#5 
23/09/2015: Congratulations to BRING ME THE HORIZON 
@bmthofficial on recording their 3rd succssive #1 ARIA debut 
bit.ly/1NLKpNM #ThatsTheSpirit (108 retweets - 345 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/646631900879040513 
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4.4.2 Top 5 Favourited Tweets: Soundwave Festival 
Top favorited tweet 
#1 
20/02/2015: #SW15 Melbourne SCHEDULE 
Day 1 is here for those that don't app  bit.ly/SW15melbourneT… 
http://t.co/sj2IAlvtHc (267 retweets - 929 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/568917173709570048 
Top favorited tweet 
#2 
24/11/2015: Spend your Tuesday arvo with Frank Iero via this 
Silver Tiger Media chat goo.gl/30mGwe FRNKIERO ANDTHE 
CELLABRATION play #SW16 (175 retweets - 809 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/668990515778449410 
Top favorited tweet 
#3 
30/10/2015: Welcome to Soundwave 2016! #SW16 
https://t.co/Zd4y5ihXMX (376 retweets - 783 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/660025416728444928 
Top favorited tweet 
#4 
23/09/2015: Congratulations to BRING ME THE HORIZON 
@bmthofficial on recording their 3rd succssive #1 ARIA debut 
bit.ly/1NLKpNM #ThatsTheSpirit (108 retweets - 345 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/646631900879040513 
Top favorited tweet 
#5 
05/02/2015: SYDNEY! Are you ready for us? #SW15 is coming 
for you! Wkend Passes / Single Day tix from bit.ly/SW15sydn 
http://t.co/lc5nMVwbJP (114 retweets - 298 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/soundwavefest/statuses/563227156906385409 
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4.5 Laneway Festival 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Laneway Festival Twitter account summary 
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Table 4.4: Most engaged users at Laneway Festival Twitter account 
Top 10 users most 
retweeted by Laneway 
Festival: 
@triplej (67), @mistletone (41), @theAUreview (33), 
@pitchfork (33), @CHVRCHES (31), @V_Hits (21), 
@wearebbe (20), @VicMensa (19), @FasterLouder (19), 
@flumemusic (17) 
Top 10 users most 
replied by Laneway 
Festival: 
@bonds96 (3), @thisisdomweber (2), @micknwalsh (2), 
@LachlanLA (2), @FATM_Australia (2), @bsellick (2), 
@GoLiveForever (2), @erixcx (2), @BruceRave (2), 
@TymGuitars (2) 
Top 10 users most 
mentioned by Laneway 
Festival: 
@Grimezsz (59), @CHVRCHES (56), @flo_tweet (49), 
@tameimpala (40), @triplej (39), @courtneymelba (39), 
@intanetz (31), @Msldemarco (31), @violentsoho (28), 
@PURITY_RING (27) 
Top 10 hashtags most 
used by Laneway 
Festival: 
#laneway2016 (499), #laneway2015 (190), 
#lanewayalum (158), #lanewaypresents (96), #hottest100 
(34), #sxsw (26), #likeaversion (11), #melbourne (11), 
#jungle (8), #sydney (7) 
4.5.1 Top 5 Retweeted Tweets: Laneway Festival 
Top retweeted tweet 
#1 
21/09/2015: Our 2016 line-up is here! Tickets on sale 30 Sept at 
9am from lanewayfe.st/16lineup #Laneway2016 
http://t.co/Nv4F5lMZO6 (131 retweets - 129 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/646085356010369024 
Top retweeted tweet 
#2 
23/08/2015: JUST ANNOUNCED! @tameimpala Aus &amp; 
NZ tour this Nov! Tickets on sale 31 August. More info: 
bit.ly/LPTameImpala15 http://t.co/1aCUV4yhli (50 retweets - 
186 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/635576814589444097 
Top retweeted tweet 
#3 
03/11/2015: .@vincestaples sideshows announced. Don't miss 
one of the most exciting new voices in hip hop #Laneway2016 
https://t.co/fHE87aahZl (32 retweets - 90 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/661406949871759361 
Top retweeted tweet 
#4 
21/09/2015: Laneway 2016 line-up tomorrow morning! 
#Laneway2016 (31 retweets - 49 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/645810975313035264 
Top retweeted tweet 
#5 
06/09/2015: 2016 DATES &amp; VENUES ANNOUNCED! 
The Laneway line-up is announced at 9AM 22 Sept: 
lanewayfe.st/announce #Laneway2016 http://t.co/s1zm65qLRZ 
(27 retweets - 36 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/640645691870568448 
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4.5.2 Top 5 Favorited Tweets: Laneway Festival 
Top favorited tweet 
#1 
23/08/2015: JUST ANNOUNCED! @tameimpala Aus &amp; 
NZ tour this Nov! Tickets on sale 31 August. More info: 
bit.ly/LPTameImpala15 http://t.co/1aCUV4yhli (50 retweets - 
186 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/635576814589444097 
Top favorited tweet 
#2 
21/09/2015: Our 2016 line-up is here! Tickets on sale 30 Sept at 
9am from lanewayfe.st/16lineup #Laneway2016 
http://t.co/Nv4F5lMZO6 (131 retweets - 129 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/646085356010369024 
Top favorited tweet 
#3 
13/05/2016: Due to popular demand, new @flumemusic shows 
announced for Syd/Melb! Tickets on sale Monday 
lanewayp.re/FLUME https://t.co/bBICGy8Air (25 retweets - 109 
favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/731006996925665282 
Top favorited tweet 
#4 
03/11/2015: .@vincestaples sideshows announced. Don't miss 
one of the most exciting new voices in hip hop #Laneway2016 
https://t.co/fHE87aahZl (32 retweets - 90 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/661406949871759361 
Top favorited tweet 
#5 
25/02/2016: #tbt to this awesome moment between Syd from the 
@intanetz and the Sydney Laneway Crowd #Laneway2016 
https://t.co/b2KzhXOGfR (15 retweets - 61 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/lanewayfest/statuses/702681838897070080 
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4.6 Future Music Festival 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Future Festival Twitter account summary 
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Table 4.5: Most engaged users at Future Music Festival Twitter account  
Top 10 users most 
retweeted by Future 
Music Festival: 
@djcarnage (7), @example (6), @GeneralPants_ (5), 
@timmytrumpet (4), @afrojack (3), @Darudevil (3), 
@moshtix_com_au (3), @scenestr (3), @GorgonCity 
(3), @frontiertouring (2) 
Top 10 users most replied 
by Future Music Festival: 
@example (11), @sethtroxler (5), @MartinGarrix (5), 
@onelove (5), @Pridey91 (4), @GorgonCity (4), 
@onthebass (3), @StoneyRoads (3), @timmytrumpet 
(3), @RubyRose (2) 
Top 10 users most 
mentioned by Future 
Music Festival: 
@knifepartyinc (21), @example (14), @the_prodigy 
(13), @HARDWELL (10), @sethtroxler (10), 
@MartinGarrix (9), @GorgonCity (9), @Avicii (8), 
@Drake (8), @SpotifyAU (8) 
Top 10 Hashtags most 
used by Future Music 
Festival: 
#fmf14 (381), #future15 (110), #truetour (23), 
#futuremusicfestival (15), #sydney (13), #iamhardwell 
(12), #thinkbig (6), #cocoon (6), #abandonship (5), 
#fmf2013 (5) 
4.6.1 Top 5 Retweeted Tweets- Future Music Festival 
Top retweeted tweet 
#1 
22/10/2014: Future 15 Lineup - We are proud to present the first 
round announcement. 
#future15 #summer 
futuremusicfestival.com.au http://t.co/OnJMTmqErh (548 retweets - 
540 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/524819662060535809 
Top retweeted tweet 
#2 
23/10/2014: We're pumped to have AVICII and PRODIGY 
returning to Future and to be presenting DRAKE for his first ever 
Aus tour. http://t.co/NOVnSX5zCD (96 retweets - 181 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/525417987616944128 
Top retweeted tweet 
#3 
30/09/2014: Are you ready to #ABANDONSHIP? 
Massive @knifepartyinc announcement coming tomorrow. 
BE READY. http://t.co/MYel29PKqD (87 retweets - 171 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/516830992649039872 
Top retweeted tweet 
#4 
22/10/2014: ;) http://t.co/tA6sWSceMd (83 retweets - 79 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/524810244132589568 
Top retweeted tweet 
#5 
13/01/2015: #Future15 will see @hilltophoods join the lineup and 
play the FUTURE LIVE stage!  
futuremusicfestival.com.au http://t.co/KYF5vkQiL1 (73 retweets - 
131 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/555124872108449794 
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4.6.2 Top 5 Favorited Tweets- Future Music Festival 
Top favorited tweet 
#1 
22/10/2014: Future 15 Lineup - We are proud to present the first round 
announcement. 
#future15 #summer 
futuremusicfestival.com.au http://t.co/OnJMTmqErh (548 retweets - 540 
favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/524819662060535809 
Top favorited tweet 
#2 
23/10/2014: We're pumped to have AVICII and PRODIGY returning to 
Future and to be presenting DRAKE for his first ever Aus tour. 
http://t.co/NOVnSX5zCD (96 retweets - 181 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/525417987616944128 
Top favorited tweet 
#3 
30/09/2014: Are you ready to #ABANDONSHIP? 
Massive @knifepartyinc announcement coming tomorrow. 
BE READY. http://t.co/MYel29PKqD (87 retweets - 171 favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/516830992649039872 
Top favorited tweet 
#4 
24/02/2015: Drizzy @Drake IS HERE!!! 
4 days till #Future15 begins!  
futuremusicfestival.com.au http://t.co/fT6tDvNp9v (61 retweets - 135 
favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/570155876935315456 
Top favorited tweet 
#5 
13/01/2015: #Future15 will see @hilltophoods join the lineup and play 
the FUTURE LIVE stage!  
futuremusicfestival.com.au http://t.co/KYF5vkQiL1 (73 retweets - 131 
favorites) 
https://twitter.com/FutureOfficial/statuses/555124872108449794 
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4.7 Cluster Analysis 
The Twitter data for Falls festival collected from official Twitter accounts (@fallsofficial) 
is analysed via cluster analysis on NVivo, using the Pearson correlation coefficient as a 
similarity metric. This generated a diagram that clusters selected items together if they 
have a word in common. The result can be viewed as a dendrogram or cluster map. Figure 
4.6 shows the cluster map for Falls Festival Twitter data, coded for usernames, in the 
entire tweet conversation created by the Falls Festival. 
The usernames that appear closer to each other belong to a cluster, represented by a colour 
code. The entire data set is divided into ten emerging clusters (i.e., ten colour codes). 
Usernames in the same cluster mean that they belong to the same type of conversation 
(by word similarity) and are closely related to each other. As the scope of conversation 
widens, the cluster size increases, thereby including more and more users related or 
weaved into that conversation. 
The cluster analysis of all five festival is analysed. Each festival had various cluster maps 
based on coding criteria i.e. username, hashtags, mentions and location.  
4.8 Conclusion 
The overview of the Twitter accounts of five music festivals described in this chapter 
provides a clear understanding of the key accounts involved in the influence network. The 
music festival service system for each festival had more than 10,000 user accounts. 
Streaming and studying 50,000 plus accounts would not have been possible; therefore, it 
was important to form a controlled user group for the study comprising the users that are 
the most engaged and influential in the service system. Other than the official festival 
accounts, all accounts that appeared in this phase of overview analysis were included in 
the study; that is, the Twitter data of these accounts were streamed and analysed. 
The overview of festival Twitter accounts revealed that all heavy users in the network 
engagement, and thus, will provide a more solid foundation for the data set used for the 
study. All these accounts and their tweets are included in 1.41 million tweet dataset 
employed in this research.  
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Chapter 5: IDENTIFIED THEMES 
5.1 Value Created by Festival for Artist 
 
Figure 5.1: Cluster analysis—value created by festival for artist 
When the festival tweets about an artist or brings an artist into a conversation by 
mentioning his name, the artist gains visibility, especially with festival goers who follow 
the festival. This increases the buzz around artist, allowing the artist to reach a bigger 
audience (value for artist) through the festival. This verifies hypothesis H3, that the value 
created by the festival for the artist is directly related to the buzzword of the artist on 
Twitter. 
From Figure 5.1, @awonderdj (the underlined user) is one of the top users being 
retweeted. This implies that the festival is creating value for the artist by being a channel 
for information and a propagator of the information, thereby helping the artist to reach a 
bigger audience. It was also observed that many other artists playing at the festival were 
also found in the same cluster as the top retweeted artist. This shows that value was 
created for many artists associated with the festival. Thus, H3 is true. 
A total of 2,537 such instances were recorded. The table below gives the distribution of 
the number of instances where H3 is true. 
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Actor H3 is true % contribution 
Falls Festival 368 14.50532125 
Splendour in the Grass 546 21.52148207 
Future Music Festival 599 23.61056366 
Laneway Festival 342 13.48048877 
Soundwave Festival 682 26.88214426 
Total 2,537  
Mean 507.4 20 
Standard deviation 147.6102977 5.818301054 
 
5.2 Value Created by Festival for Customer 
 
Figure 5.2: Cluster analysis—value created by festival for customer 
Festivals often engage customers in conversation, which explained various marketing 
activities such as sales, branding, customer engagement, loyalty and product design. The 
customer can obtain ticket information, participate in campaigns, introduce the festival to 
friends, demonstrate their loyalty and help in identifying what is valuable for them (e.g., 
local or international acts in the event/festival). Each time a festival mentions a customer 
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or engages a customer in a conversation, it appears as a cluster on the data set. Each 
customer has a certain buzz (collective value) among their peers/friends, with social 
identity and reputation usually driving this buzz. 
Mentioning and engaging with customers increase the Twitter buzz around the customer, 
hence H5 is true. A total of 1,617 such instances were recorded. The table below provides 
the distribution of instances where H5 is true. 
Actor H5 is true % contribution 
Falls Festival 274 16.9449598 
Splendour in the Grass 312 19.29499072 
Future Music Festival 434 26.83982684 
Laneway Festival 321 19.85157699 
Soundwave Festival 276 17.06864564 
Total 1617  
Mean 323.4 20 
Standard deviation 65.29777944 4.038205284 
 
5.3 Value Created by Artist for Festival 
 
Figure 5.3: Cluster analysis—value created by artist for festival 
Artists mentioning and engaging with festivals via Twitter conversation creates more 
visibility for the festival, especially when the artist is influential. They participate by 
introducing new customers (their current followers) to the festival. Artists are surrounded 
by the value created by their interaction with their followers on Twitter. These followers 
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can be both customers and other artists. Therefore, by engaging with festivals via 
conversation, an artist can create value and enhance the Twitter buzz around the festival. 
Hence, H2 is true. 
A total of 1,542 such instances were recorded. The table below gives the distribution of 
instances where H2 is true, for the top 5 artists. 
Actor H2 is true % contribution 
@knifepartyinc 238 25.31914894 
@mistletone  142 15.10638298 
@MetalHammer  296 31.4893617 
@secretsounds 95 119.4755907 
@thewombats 169 212.5407876 
Total 940  
Mean 188 80.78625438 
Standard deviation 79.51414968 84.6710557 
 
5.4 Value Created by Artist for Customer 
 
Figure 5.4: Cluster analysis—value created for customer by artist 
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Followers largely build the social reputation of an artist as a celebrity. Mentioning and 
engaging with customers increases not just customer engagement but the Twitter buzz 
around the customer. The artist shows they value a particular customer by engaging with 
him/her in a conversation on Twitter.  
Figure 5.4 depicts the cluster map for an artist, coded by usernames. The underlined 
usernames are the top customers engaged by the artist. However, in the same cluster, it 
can be seen that many other customers are mentioned, implying value created for 
customers. Hence, H6 is true. 
A total of 625 such instances were recorded. The table below gives the distribution of 
instances where H6 is true, for the top 5 artists. 
Actor H6 is true % contribution 
@knifepartyinc 92 19.12681913 
@mistletone  43 8.93970894 
@MetalHammer  82 17.04781705 
@secretsounds 95 19.75051975 
@thewombats 169 35.13513514 
Total 481  
Mean 96.2 20 
Standard deviation 45.69135586 9.499242382 
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5.5 Value for Artist by Customer 
 
Figure 5.5: Cluster analysis—value created for artist by customer 
Customers/fans contribute to the Twitter buzz around artists. Customers often talk about 
music, genres, performances and favourite artists. In such conversations, customers often 
engage with their favourite artist. In doing so, they engage, express feelings and emotions, 
ask questions and even share actual music. All such engagement increases the Twitter 
buzz around the artists. 
In Figure 5.5, a cluster map of a customer coded by usernames, the underlined username 
is among the top artists engaged by the customer. Also, in the same cluster, it can be seen 
that many other artists are mentioned, implying value created for artists. Hence, H4 is 
true. 
A total of 1,739 such instances were recorded. The table below gives the distribution of 
instances where H4 is true, for the top 5 customers. 
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Actor H4 is true % contribution 
@scenestr 78 30.46875 
@bonds96  42 16.40625 
@Jessum4679  39 15.234375 
@darkestsin_  41 16.015625 
@ohgeorge1  56 21.875 
Total 256  
Mean 51.2 20 
Standard deviation 16.42254548 6.415056828 
 
5.6 Value for Festival by Customer 
 
Figure 5.6: Cluster analysis—value created for festival by customer 
Customers often engage in conversations with festivals, especially around their 
experience at the festival. This increases the reach of the festival, by extending to the 
friend network of current customers. Happy experiences may encourage new customers 
to come to the festival. Customers often share pictures and videos of the festival, usually 
along with a positive emotion, which creates new customer dimensions for the festival. 
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Each time a festival is mentioned or engaged in a conversation by a customer, it increases 
the Twitter buzz around the festival. 
Figure 5.6 shows the cluster map of a customer coded by usernames. The underlined users 
are the festival entities, surrounded by artists in the same cluster. Hence, H1 is true. 
A total of 2,133 such instances were recorded. The table below provides the distribution 
of instances where H1 is true, for the top 5 customers: 
Actor H1 is true % contribution 
@scenestr 59 12.47357294 
@bonds96  69 14.58773784 
@Jessum4679  147 31.0782241 
@darkestsin_  89 18.81606765 
@ohgeorge1  109 23.04439746 
Total 473  
Mean 94.6 20 
Standard deviation 35.02570485 7.405011595 
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5.7 Value-in-Exchange Between Festival and Customer (V1) Is 
Positively Related to Value-in-Exchange Between Customer and Artist 
(V3) 
 
Figure 5.7: Cluster analysis—V1 is positively related to V3 
The interaction between festival and customer increases the density of interaction 
between artist and customer. Two patterns have been identified: 
1. When a customer engages a specific festival in conversation, artists are often 
identified in the same cluster of the cluster map of the customer coded by 
username and mentions. For example, artists are found in the same cluster of the 
festival at which they performed, which is a direct positive relation. 
2. When a festival engages a customer in conversation, artists are often identified in 
the same cluster of the cluster map of the festival coded by username and 
mentions. 
Such themes imply V1 is directly related to V3; that is, H8 is true. 
In a further in-depth analysis of clusters of conversations created by customers and 
festivals coded by username, mentions and hashtags, a total of 3,227 such instances were 
recorded. 
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5.8 Value-in-Exchange Between Customer and Artist (V3) is Positively 
Related to Value-in-Exchange Between Festival and Artist (V2) 
 
Figure 5.8: Cluster analysis—V3 is positively related to V2 
The interaction between an artist and customer increases the density of interaction 
between artist and festival. Two patterns have been identified: 
1. When an artist engages a festival in conversation, customers are often identified 
in the same cluster of the cluster map of the artist coded by username and 
mentions. For example, customers are found in the same cluster of the festival 
they attended, which is a direct positive relation. 
2. When a festival engages an artist in conversation, customers are often identified 
in the same cluster of the cluster map of the festival coded by username and 
mentions. 
Such themes imply V3 is directly related to V2; that is, H9 is true. 
A total of 1,745 such instances were recorded. 
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5.9 Value-in-Exchange Between Festival and Artist (V2) Is Positively 
Related to Value-in-Exchange Between Festival and Customer (V1) 
 
Figure 5.9: Cluster analysis—V2 is positively related to V1 
The interaction between artist and festival increases the density of interaction between 
customer and festival. Two patterns have been identified: 
1. When a festival engages an artist in conversation, customers are often identified 
in the same cluster of the cluster map of the festival coded by username and 
mentions. For example, customers are found in the same cluster of the artist they 
follow, which is a direct positive relation. 
2. When a festival engages a customer in conversation, artists are often identified in 
the same cluster of the cluster map of the festival coded by username and 
mentions. 
A total of 3,965 such instances were recorded. 
An important theme to emerge is that the conversations and engagement of V1, V2 and 
V3 are affected by customer mentions, festival mentions and artist mentions. This implies 
that value created by customers, festivals and artists independently moderates the 
relationship between V1 and V3, V3 and V2, and V2 and V1. 
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So, if Vc, Vf, Va denote the total value generated/emitted by customer, festival and artist 
respectively: 
x a total of 632,234,239 such instances were found for Vc, Vf & Va respectively, 
moderating the relationship between V1 and V3 
x a total of 148,169,535 such instances were found for Vc, Vf & Va respectively, 
moderating the relationship between V3 and V2 
x a total of 296,934,235 such instances were found for Vc, Vf & Va respectively, 
moderating the relationship between V2 and V1 
 
Figure 5.10: Moderation effect of Vc, Vf and Va in conceptual framework model 2 
The table below gives the number of instances for each moderation for the positive 
relationships defined above. 
 V1-->V3 V3-->V2 V2-->V1 
Vc 632 234 239 
Vf 148 169 535 
Va 286 934 235 
Total instances 1,066 1,337 1,009 
 
Figure 5.11 shows the percentage strength of the moderation explained above. 
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Figure 5.11:Distribution of moderation effect of Vc, Vf and Va in conceptual 
framework model 2 
This implies that Vc has a maximum moderation effect on the relationship between V1 
and V3, Va has a maximum moderation effect on the relationship between V3 and V2, 
and Vf has a maximum moderation effect on the relationship between V2 and V1. 
5.10 New Themes 
In addition to the themes discussed above, other important themes emerged from the 
Twitter data set. The focus of this research is to study how the interaction process occurs 
in a network of festivals, artists and customers, for which an embryonic model is 
conceptualised and hypothesised. However, other important themes show how dynamic 
and multi-dimensional the process of interaction is in a network (service system). 
5.10.1 Festival-to-Festival Value Co-creation 
In many instances, festivals were found to create value for one other. When a festival 
engages another festival in conversation, it creates value by introducing the other festival 
to their followers. Also, there is a sense of credibility associated with any information 
coming from a big festival.  
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Figure 5.12: New themes to emerge—festival-to-festival value co-creation 
Figure 5.12 provides a cluster analysis of a festival that shows engagement with another 
festival. A total of 108 such instances were recorded. 
Though this study only included large-format festivals, there were instances observed 
where big festivals engaged with small festivals or music events. Technically, all such 
events are competitors, but a new dimension is added with the knowledge of co-creation 
of value, by observing how business competitors can together co-create value for each 
other.  
 
Figure 5.13: New theme to emerge—festival-to-festival model representation 
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Figure 5.13 provides a theoretical extension of the embryonic framework, demonstrating 
festival-to-festival value co-creation. 
5.10.2 Artist-to-Artist Value Co-creation 
Outside the social media sphere, artists often engage in the production of collaborative 
work. A similar theme is also observed through the cluster analysis of the top 10 artists 
from the Twitter data recorded for the five festivals. 
 
Figure 5.14: New theme to emerge—artist-to-artist value co-creation 
Figure 5.14 depicts the cluster analysis of an artist’s tweets coded by mentions. Artists 
often engaged in conversations with other artists. A total of 682 such instances were 
recorded. 
 
Figure 5.15: New theme to emerge—artist-to-artist model representation 
Figure 5.15 shows the related theoretical extension of the embryonic framework. 
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5.10.3 Customer-to-Customer Value Co-creation 
Customer-to-customer value co-creation has been studied by Rihova (2013) and Rihova 
et al. (2014, 2015), so a solid foundation exists in the service marketing literature 
demonstrating that customers create value for each other. This explains many consumer 
behaviours, and also helps in classification of services. For example, the target segment 
of customers for a jazz festival is very different from an electronic music festival. In each 
case, the customer would prefer a certain type of segment to attend the event. 
provides a cluster analysis of a customer’s Twitter data coded by mentions, and clearly 
shows a number of other customers engaged in conversation. A total of 539 such instances 
were recorded for the top 10 customers (from the Twitter data recorded for the five 
festivals). 
 
Figure 5.16: New theme to emerge—customer-to-customer value co-creation model 
representation 
Figure 5.16 shows the related theoretical extension of the embryonic framework. 
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5.10.4 Segment Targeting 
One of the most valuable themes that emerged is a marketing theory component that was 
detected in the network. 
 
Figure 5.17: New theme to emerge—segment targeting 
Figure 5.17 depicts the cluster analysis of a festival’s Twitter data coded by hashtags, 
which shows how the festival is trying to engage family segment customers by using the 
hashtags #bringthekids and #dads. A total of 37 such instances were recorded. 
Other than understanding the role of actors (festivals, artists and customer in this 
research), the emergence of a segment targeting theme indicates the possibility of 
studying traditional marketing principles and practices in a network context. 
5.10.5 Marketing Campaigns 
Brands often engage in physical marketing campaigns to enhance brand power, market 
reach, and ultimately, sales. An important theme to emerge from the data set is the use of 
hashtags for identifying brands and running marketing campaigns. Festivals often use 
multiple hashtags identified as their official hashtags (often mentioned in the user profile) 
or to delineate special campaigns (physical, online or even hybrid). A common campaign 
observed through all festivals to engage with customers was based around the customer 
answering questions posted by the festival, with the lucky winner receiving free festival 
tickets or merchandise. Other campaigns were run on radio channels. 
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Figure 5.18: New theme to emerge—marketing campaigns 
Hashtags are now an integral part of marketing campaigns and the most important 
connecting dot between campaigns on the ground and in the digital sphere. A total of 882 
such instances were recorded from the Twitter data recorded for the five festivals. 
5.10.6 Value for the Host City (Tourism) 
Large-format events create value for host cities as a tourist destination. Hosting major 
sports events, such as World Cups and the Olympics, creates much value in terms of 
tourism. A similar theme emerged from the analysis of the data set of this research, which 
shows that music festivals also create value for host cities. 
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Figure 5.19: New theme to emerge—value for host city 
Figure 5.19 depicts the cluster analysis of a festival’s Twitter data coded by mentions, 
and demonstrates how the host city is part of the conversations created by the festival. By 
mentioning the host city in conversations, festivals introduce the city to their followers 
(especially those travelling from a distance to the festival destination). 
A total of 1,429 such instances were recorded from the Twitter data recorded for the five 
festivals. 
5.10.7 Festival Heritage Value 
Almost all festivals studied in this research have been operating in Australia for a long 
time. Because of this, a certain heritage value is now associated with these festivals. 
Customers, artists and festivals often engage in conversation about the festival in previous 
years. Customers are often observed being emotionally expressive about how they 
enjoyed the festival, the act they liked the most, artists they would love to see again, and 
which artist was their best discovery. Many of these conversations are connected to 
memories and a high percentage include media (images/videos). 
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Figure 5.20: New theme to emerge—festival heritage value 
Figure 5.20 depicts a cluster analysis of tweet data of a festival coded by mentions. The 
highlighted cluster clearly shows the conversations around the festival in previous years 
and memories associated with it.  
A total of 566 such instances were recorded from the Twitter data recorded for the five 
festivals, for the top 10 Artists and for the top 10 customers. 
5.10.8 Value for Sponsors 
Event sponsors tend to seek value from the events they sponsor. Especially at large-format 
events, where there are usually multiple sponsors, it is difficult to measure how much 
value is being generated for a specific sponsor. The type of brands sponsoring a music 
festival varies, from car and food and beverage manufacturers to music distribution 
companies.  
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Figure 5.21: New theme to emerge—value for sponsors 
Figure 5.21 depicts a cluster analysis of tweet data of a music festival coded by hashtags. 
The highlighted cluster clearly demonstrates how sponsor brands are engaged in 
conversations created by the festival, giving the brand more exposure with the followers 
of the festival. It is also observed that brands run many independent campaigns on their 
Twitter network, to associate with the sponsorship opportunity. 
A total of 832 such instances were recorded from the Twitter data recorded for the five 
music festivals, the top 10 artists and the top 10 customers. These instances are recorded 
for multiple Brands. 
A possible future research direction is to measure and study how music festivals create 
value for different sponsors. Looking from a stakeholder theory perspective, this 
contribution to knowledge would enhance the understanding of service systems. 
5.10.9 Socially Responsible Engagement 
Festivals appeared to be engaged in conversations related to social responsibility, 
environment, sustainability and cleanliness. Many such conversations also engaged local 
councils. None of the festivals declared an annual report on their website or any public 
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domain, but this emerging theme demonstrates how festivals are concerned about social 
behaviour. This again implies that many marketing concepts could be studied through the 
lens of service systems or networks, and this theme as studied in this research added 
knowledge on corporate social responsibility from a different angle. 
 
Figure 5.22: New theme to emerged—socially responsible engagement 
Figure 5.22 depicts a cluster analysis of a festival’s Twitter data coded by mentions, 
demonstrating how festivals create conversations around sustainability issues and engage 
other users. 
A total of 148 instances was recorded from the Twitter data recorded for the five festivals. 
5.10.10 Value for Music Distribution Platforms 
The biggest theme to emerge is the value created for music distribution platforms, such 
as Spotify, TripleJ, Tonedeaf, Themusic.com.au, Fasterlouder, Musicfeeds and Noise11. 
Festivals, artists and customers all triggered and engaged in conversations around such 
distribution platforms. A majority of such tweet data were also heavily hyperlinked to 
streaming music sources. 
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Figure 5.23: New theme to emerge—value for music distribution platforms 
Figure 5.23 depicts the cluster analysis of a festival’s Twitter data coded by mentions, 
and clearly shows how a complete cluster is dedicated to music distribution platforms. 
A total of 2,872 instances were recorded from the Twitter data for the five festivals, for 
the top 10 artists and the top 10 customers. 
5.10.11 Value for Local Administrations 
Local administration is heavily involved at all stages of a big event in the city, from the 
planning stage to finishing. This theme is a classic example of the power of the network 
to explain how everything is connected, either directly or indirectly. 
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Figure 5.24: New theme to emerge—value for local administration 
Figure 5.24 depicts a cluster analysis of a festival’s Twitter data coded by mentions, 
demonstrating how the local administration is weaved into value around the festival. The 
first cluster shows TACVictoria and VLine in the same cluster. Another important cluster 
mentions CFA_Updates. 
A total of 381 such instances were recorded from the Twitter data for the five festivals. 
5.11 Conclusion 
A total of 23 themes emerged through cluster analysis. Though most themes that 
represented the initial hypotheseses had significant number of instances occurring, but 
even for the themes like Value for Local Administration, where the number of instances 
is comparatively less ( total 381 instances), it is significant enough to support the 
establishment of the theme observed. It is only due to the selection of initial actors (i.e. 
Festival, Artist and Customer) that then network engagement shows more instance around 
these actors.   
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Chapter 6: DATA ANALYSIS: PART II: THEMATIC 
NETWORK 
6.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 5, the first phase of data analysis resulted in 23 emerging themes. Step 1 of 
the analysis employment of the thematic network, coding material was established by the 
autocode function in NVivo. The coding was performed based on username, hashtags, 
mentions and geolocation. The autocoding develops nodes around which data are 
arranged and explained. Table 6.1 contains a sample of tweet data from three users. 
Table 6.1: Sample of Tweet Data with Hashtags Used  
Username Tweet Hashtags 
Person 1 This is going to be rocking and 
epic #fallsfestival comes back 
to #victoria 
#fallsfestival 
#victoria 
Person 2 #summer is going to begin 
with #fallsfestival 
#summer 
#fallsfestival 
Person 2 #fallsfestival nostalgia time 
begins 
#fallsfestival 
 
The autocode function on this dataset by username results in the following node structure: 
x Case 
o Twitter 
 Username 
x Person 1 
x Person 2 
The autocode function on the dataset by hashtag results in the following node structure: 
x Node 
o Twitter 
 Hashtag 
x fallsfestival 
x summer 
x Victoria 
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The 23 identified themes form the basis for Step 2 of the thematic networks analysis: 
identifying themes. Different themes have a different level of engagement and co-creation 
from various actors, be it festival, artist or customer. Therefore, the clustering of these 
themes, which is not completely hardwired, is based on how actors are engaged in these 
themes.  
In Step 3, all themes are layered in five major clusters. The first cluster is based on the 
festival as an actor in value co-creation. Six major themes have heavier engagement or 
contribution from festivals, some are purely value created by festivals, and some involve 
a joint contribution. The value created by festivals for artists, value created by festivals 
for customers and festival-to-festival value co-creation involve heavier festival 
engagement. Complex themes that represent the moderation effect of total value created 
by festivals on the relationship between V1 and V3, V3 and V2, and V2 and V1 are also 
predominantly in the same cluster. 
The second cluster is based on artists as actors in value co-creation. Four major themes 
belong to this cluster. Three themes—value created by artists for customers, value created 
by artists for festivals and artist-to-artist value co-creation—involve more engagement or 
contribution for the artist, because these themes’ emergence is grounded purely in artists 
creating value. The complex theme that represents the moderation effect of total value 
created by artists on the relationship between V1 and V3, V3 and V2, and V2 and V1 is 
also predominantly in the same cluster. 
The third cluster is based on customers as actors in value co-creation. Four major themes 
contribute to this cluster. Three themes—customer-to-customer value co-creation, value 
created by customers for festivals and value created by customers for artists—involve a 
major contribution from artists. The complex theme that represents the moderation effect 
of total value created by customers on the relationship between V1 and V3, V3 and V2, 
and V2 and V1 is also present in the same cluster. 
Because of themes emerging from the value-in-exchange context, three themes have been 
clustered together in the fourth cluster. All these themes are complex in nature because 
they depict the behaviour of value-in-exchange on relationships between other value-in-
exchanges, with the engagement of all actors—festivals, artists and customers—at the 
same time. 
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The fifth cluster is comprised of the new themes that emerged in Chapter 5—value for 
music distribution platforms, value for host city (tourism), marketing campaigns, value 
for sponsors, festival heritage value and segment targeting. This cluster differs from the 
other clusters because of the multi-dimensional engagement of various actors. 
6.2 Global Theme 
The central backbone structure of the thematic network is the connecting structure 
between the organising and global themes. The clustering of the basic themes formed the 
basis of structuring specific organising themes. 
 
Figure 6.2: Global theme—value co-creation 
Figure 6.2 shows the principle structure of the thematic network analysis of this study 
with value co-creation as the global theme. Since the focus of this study is on studying 
the process of value co-creation, the global theme matches the central issue and addresses 
the research questions of this study. Three principal organising themes are identified: 
value co-created by festival, value co-created by artist and value co-created by customer. 
It is to be noted that the term ‘Global Theme’ does not represent its literal translation. The 
term ‘Global’ is used as a rpresentation of top order entity in hierarchy. All hierarchial 
terms like Basic themes, Organising themes and Global Themes are defined by Attride-
Stirling (2001) which are only adapted in this study. 
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6.3 Organising Themes 
6.3.1 Value Co-Created by Festival 
Festivals very actively participate in co-value creation. Figure 6.3 shows all the basic 
themes that are under the umbrella and connect to value co-created by festivals. Three 
themes specifically originate based purely on the value created by festivals: value created 
by festivals for artists (for example, the festival mentioning an artist in a tweet), value 
created by festivals for customers (for example, the festival mentioning or replying to a 
customer on a tweet), and festival-to-festival value co-creation (for example, one festival 
mentioning another in a tweet). 
Another important set of themes that emerged as additional themes in Chapter 5 involves 
a high contribution from festivals, of which two involve a contribution purely from 
festivals: value for local administration and socially responsible engagement. In a larger 
context, these themes involve a contribution from other actors too; for example, 
TACVictoria and Emergency Services are very engaged in the theme value for local 
administration, but do not fall under the scope of this study, as the only actors this study 
focuses on are festivals, artists and customers. Thus, inputs from other actors are ignored 
at this stage of research. 
Other themes, such as value for music distribution platforms, value for host city (tourism), 
marketing campaigns, value for sponsors, festival heritage values and segment targeting, 
relate to multiple organising themes, and fall under the scope of the organising theme 
value co-created by festival. These basic themes connect the bridge between organising 
themes, implying the networked nature of these relations. 
A complex theme based on the total value generated by festivals and its moderation effect 
on relationships between various values-in-exchange across the service system of the 
music festival is associated with the current organising theme. Based on the initial 
conceptual framework, this theme is a collective of three themes that emerged during the 
analysis: 
1. Vf (total value created by festival) moderates the relationship between V1 and V3 
2. Vf (total value created by festival) moderates the relationship between V3 and V2 
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3. Vf (total value created by festival) moderates the relationship between V2 and V1. 
Overall, this organising theme encapsulates every basic theme involving the festival as 
value co-creator. Three basic themes based on relationships between value-in-
exchange—V1 is positively related to V3, V3 is positively related to V2, and V2 is 
positively related to V1—are also associated with the current organising theme, because 
each has a component contribution of festival co-creating value in the music festival 
service system. 
Provided below are examples of various basic themes in the current organising theme. 
Basic theme data excerpt Context 
 
Festival (Falls Festival) 
creating value for artist (King 
Gizzard Band)  
 
Festival (Falls Festival) 
creating value for host city 
(Byron) 
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Festival (Falls Festival) 
creating value for sponsor 
(Carlton Dry) 
 
Festival (Splendour in the 
Grass) creating value for 
music distribution platform 
(Moshtix) 
 
Festival (Splendour in the 
Grass) creating value for 
another festival (Falls 
Festival)  
 
Festival (Splendour in the 
Grass) creating value for 
local administration (traffic 
information) 
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6.3.2 Value Co-Created by Artist 
Organising theme value co-created by artist is a major component of the thematic network 
of this study as it refers to all basic themes that relate to artists as the value co-creator. 
Three themes depend purely on value creation by artists—value created by artist for 
customers (for example, an artist mentioning a customer in a tweet), value created by 
artist for festival (for example, an artist mentioning a festival in a tweet), and artist-to-
artist value co-creation (for example, an artist mentioning another artist in a tweet). 
Four basic themes—value for music distribution platforms, value for host city (tourism), 
marketing campaigns and value for sponsors—also partially fall under this organising 
theme. However, they also form a bridge with organising theme value co-created by 
festival. These are the basic themes with high engagement of both festival and artist is 
observed. These themes also involve other actors, such as music distribution companies 
and sponsors, but since the scope of this study is limited to three principal actors (festivals, 
artists and customers), the thematic representation of other actors is not studied. 
In the theme value for sponsors, the conversation is often triggered by either the festival 
or the sponsors themselves, but artists have a critical role in the conversation, in relation 
to the propagation of original tweets. A similar low-profile, propagating-only role is 
observed for the theme marketing campaigns, but relatively greater participation is seen 
for the theme value for host city. Artists often engage (usually in the form of a shout-out, 
announcing their arrival/return to the city), creating conversation around the host city. 
A significant level of engagement of artists is seen around theme value for music 
distribution platforms, because music distribution companies are industry drivers for the 
music industry as a whole.  
This theme also covers the moderation effect of total value created by artist on value-in-
exchange relationships formed in conceptual framework 2. Three basic themes that are 
based on the relationship formed by various values-in-exchange (V1, V2 and V3) also 
belong and contribute to the current organising theme. The value-in-exchange V2 and V3 
has a component contribution from value created by artist, and since all three value-in-
exchange basic themes include either V2 or V3, this indicates the direct contribution of 
the artist. For example, when an artist tweets about his/her participation at a music festival 
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and engages customers, a certain following (customers) of the artist is attracted to the 
festival, thereby providing greater engagement in the festival overall. 
The table below gives examples of various basic themes in the current organising theme. 
Basic theme data excerpt Context 
 
An artist (Tash Sultana) creating 
value for a festival (Splendour in the 
Grass) and host city (Byron) 
 
An artist (Tash Sultana) creating 
value for a customer (through a 
retweet) 
 
An artist (Vallis Alps) creating value 
for a music distribution platform 
(Triple J) 
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6.3.3 Value Co-Created by Customer 
The third organising theme is value co-created by customers. Three basic themes fall 
solely under this theme because they are largely affected only by value created by 
customers—customer-to-customer value co-creation (a customer mentioning another 
customer in a tweet), value created by customers for festivals (a customer mentioning a 
festival in a tweet) and value created by customers for artists (a customer mentioning an 
artist in a tweet). 
Six basic themes formed because of contributions from customer co-creating value are 
value for music distribution platforms (a customer mentioning a music distribution 
platform in a tweet), value for host city (a customer mentioning the city in a tweet), 
marketing campaigns (a customer mentioning a particular marketing campaign hashtag 
on a tweet), value for sponsors (a customer mentioning a sponsoring brand in a tweet), 
festival heritage value (a customer mentioning a festival’s previous years in a tweet) and 
segmentation targeting (a customer mentioning a segment value, such as a family, in a 
tweet). 
The basic theme that emerged from total value created by the customers (Vc) and its effect 
on relationships between various value-in-exchange falls under this organising theme 
because of the total value (Vc) factor, since it originates from value co-created by 
customers. For every subtheme under this basic theme, be it that Vc moderates the 
relationship between V1 and V3, that Vc moderates the relationship between V3 and V1 
or that Vc moderates the relationship between V2 and V1, it is because of the contribution 
of value created by the customer that such moderation effects exist. 
Often, customers engage in conversations that have festivals and artists as participants. 
However, under the current organising theme, the focus is on conversations that are 
actually triggered or initiated by customers. For example, below is a tweet from a 
customer engaging both the festival and the artist. 
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The example shows how a user engaged the artist (PONDband) and festival (Falls 
Festival) in the conversation. From the artist’s perspective, this shows the artist’s manager 
how important and beneficial it has been playing at Falls Festival and how the Twitter 
buzz around them is expanding. 
From the festival’s perspective, festival managers can see which artist is drawing more 
attention and value to the festival, how the customer is enjoying one artist more than 
others, and ultimately, how beneficial it has been to have the artist perform at the festival. 
Basic theme data excerpt Context 
 
A customer creating 
value for an artist 
(Taku Beats) and a 
festival (Falls Festival) 
through tweeting 
about their music 
experience at the 
festival 
 
A customer creating a 
festival heritage value 
through sharing 
sentiments on past 
events 
 
A customer call-out to 
engagement, creating 
value for both the 
artist (Busted & 
Teenage Cancer) and 
the festival (Falls 
Festival) 
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6.4 Thematic Networks Analysis: Complete View 
The complete thematic network of this study is shown in Figure 6.6. Clearly, all the 
organising themes are heavily engaged in the global theme value co-creation. Other than 
basic themes contributing to organising themes, as explained earlier in this chapter, one 
of the notable highlights of this analysis is the multi-layered network structured behaviour 
of various themes. Simply put, many themes behave as basic themes to more than just 
one organising theme. This is a considerable thematic outcome of this analysis in terms 
of knowledge around thematic networks. Traditionally, thematic networks are expected 
to behave in a very linear manner, where derivatives are derived from an organising 
theme, and basic themes completely relate to one organising theme only. 
In the case of this study, the dataset used was networked in itself. As thematic networks 
are applied to a linear string of text, the dataset for this study is linear, but because of the 
multilayer referencing to various contexts (through usernames and hashtags), the data are 
a networked string of text too. This implies a first understanding of service systems: actors 
have no control over who consumes the value; they can only emit certain value into the 
system, and other actors may consume any amount of value from others, forming value-
in-exchange. 
If the thematic network analysis of this study had been linear, it would mean that actors 
have control over who consumes value. This is discussed further, in Chapter 8, in 
reflections on S-D logic. 
Four basic themes emerged as a common contributor to all three organising themes—
value for music distribution platforms, value for host city, marketing campaign and value 
for sponsors. This indicates how important these themes are to the music festival service 
system. Possibly, in expanding this research, these basic themes could form the basis of 
studying a greater number of actors. It was known that there are many actors in the service 
system, but for this study, only the most important actors in the context were investigated. 
However, these emerged themes clearly show that other actors are important; for 
example, value for music distribution platforms arose as a strong logical theme that points 
to the importance of music distribution/media companies in driving festivals. 
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Below is an example of how a music distribution platform engages artists, festivals and 
customers. 
 
 
 
In the first tweet, Triple J tweets about Splendour in the Grass music festival line-up, 
eventually extracting 62 retweets and 119 likes, which indicates some degree of 
engagement of customers as well. In the second tweet, Triple J clearly engages and 
mentions the band HAIM, and also mentions that they discovered these artists at SITG 
(festival). Clearly, Triple J is playing a very active role in weaving conversations and 
relationships in the music festival service system of SITG. 
This implies that music distribution companies, sponsoring brands, the host city (or even 
council) and beneficiaries of marketing campaigns are important actors to be included in 
future studies, to form a better understanding and fresh perspectives on service systems. 
In a way similar to snowball sampling, this study started by studying three important 
actors, and during the process, found other four important actors: studying these 
additional actors will reveal further actors in the service system. 
Another set of basic themes that contributes to all three organising themes is that on the 
relationships between value-in-exchange (V1, V2 and V3). V1 is positive related to V3, 
V3 is positively related to V2, and V2 is positively related to V1: these are the basic 
themes identified as related to all three organising themes. This implies that in a service 
system, there will always be multiple relations between value-in-exchange, derived from 
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value co-created by various actors. Although at this stage, there are only three such 
themes, once more actors are included in the scope of the study, these themes may 
exponentially increase because of the networked form of relations. 
6.5 Conclusion 
This chapter presented the thematic network analysis of the themes that emerged in 
Chapter 5. All such themes served as basic themes under three organising themes: value 
co-created by festivals, value co-created by artists and value co-created by customers. 
Ideally, in thematic network analysis, a basic theme falls under a specific organising 
theme. However, many basic themes in this analysis were found to belong to more than 
one organising theme. This is because of the networked structure of the data and the 
themes that emerged from it. The biggest outcome of this analysis is that service-to-
service interactions/exchanges in a service system are never linear and independent in 
nature and are always affected by other actors and exchanges. For example, a relationship 
between a festival and an artist will always be affected by the festival’s or artist’s brand 
image in the mind of the customer. 
Many basic themes could have belonged to other organising themes if the scope of this 
study was not limited to the three actors (festivals, artists and customers). For example, 
the value created by sponsors could have been another organising theme. This means, as 
the scope of the study increases, the number of organising themes will increase and major 
actor types will form an organising theme themselves. However, the networked behaviour 
of basic themes belonging to multiple organising themes will still co-exist. 
The non-linear and dependent form of exchanges is further addressed in Chapter 8, where 
a new FP for S-D logic is proposed; a call to study further actor types is discussed in 
Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 7: INFLUENCE ANALYSIS IN NETWORK 
7.1 Introduction 
In a networked environment, one of the most important questions is: who is more 
important? In a sense, this corresponds with ‘who is the most influential in the network?’, 
which ultimately forms the basis of the type of relationships that will form in the network. 
From the S-D logic perspective, this is essential knowledge, as it will answer and ground 
the basic FPs to know which, if any, actor is most important. 
On Twitter, users’ influence depends on various factors, including the following 17: 
1. Lists 
2. Followers 
3. Number of tweets 
4. Analysed tweets 
5. Tweets per day 
6. Retweets 
7. User mentions 
8. Mentions per tweet 
9. Replies 
10. Links 
11. Links per tweet 
12. Hashtags 
13. Hashtags per tweet 
14. Own tweets retweeted 
15. Percentage of own tweets retweeted 
16. Tweets favourited 
17. Percentage of tweets favourited 
For influence analysis, the top 100 users in the network were selected, based on 
engagement with festivals, and arranged in order to form 17 tables based on the 17 factors 
above. From the top, each table is colour coded into five tiers (10 users in each band). In 
each table, the top tier indicates the most powerful user, based on the factor on which that 
table is generated.  
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Later, counts are produced by every user in the top five tiers, to see which users appear, 
and how many times, in the five tiers. If a user appears the maximum number of times in 
a particular tier, this implies this user is the most influential in that particular tier. 
7.2 Influencers Based on Lists 
Users on Twitter can create a special feature called list. Lists are usually a collection of 
users based on common interests, like a user group. For example, a list can have users 
who are Grammy award winners. These lists can be subscribed to by any user, and the 
tweet feed of a list shows tweets of users listed on the list. Being on many lists increases 
a user’s chances of their tweets being discovered by other Twitter users, thereby 
increasing influence. For example, Falls Festival being on a list of the world’s top 
festivals increases its chances of being discovered internationally, and allows it to reach 
more users (list subscribers) each time the festival tweets. 
On preliminary analysis, it is evident from the first tier that artist influence is in 
accordance with the number of lists they are on. All users in the first tier are artists, with 
the top list score as high as 40,020 (see Table 7.1). 
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7.3 Influencers Based on Followers 
Followers on Twitter is a critical, possibly the most important, factor driving the Twitter 
engine. It is also an important element driving users’ social image on Twitter. Followers 
are direct subscribers to a user account, who receive tweets from the subscriber directly 
into their Twitter feeds. 
This is the base structure on which interactions on Twitter operate. If user A is interested 
in user B, A follows B, and all B’s tweets start appearing in A’s Twitter feed. User A can 
reply, retweet or favourite B’s tweet. It is to be noted that it is not necessary that B follows 
A, given that A follows B. In S-D logic terms, if B finds value in A, it does not necessarily 
follow that A will find value in B. 
Even here in the case of followers, artists appear the most influential, with the top follower 
score as high as 32,948,490 followers. The lowest is four followers: there is a large 
variation observed across the table; in each tier, the numbers drop substantially.
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7.4 Influencers Based on Tweets 
The number of tweets shows how much content and how many messages users are 
pushing out to their audience. A higher number of tweets indicates that users are creating 
more opportunities for creating engagement and relationships, increasing their influence 
in the network. The top tier here has a good mix of artists, festivals, media and music 
distribution companies.  
It is interesting to note that Artist Example (@example) is not present in the top tiers in 
the previous two tables, but is top-most in terms of number of tweets. This underscores 
the importance of considering various factors while analysing the influence of a user in a 
network.
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7.5 Influencers Based on Analysed Tweets 
This study used a dataset captured in a particular time frame, and thus, the number of 
tweets analysed is different from the total number of tweets by the user, which is also a 
factor in studying the influence of a user in the network. The number of analysed tweets 
is fairly standard—approximately 3,200 tweets for most of the users in the top five tiers. 
The number, however, substantially drops for the last 20 users in Table 7.4. Even users 
with a high rank in terms of the other factors can fall on the low side of the scale of having 
influence on the basis of total tweets during the data collection timeline. 
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137 
7.6 Influencer Based on Tweets Per Day 
A user can have more tweets overall, but still have a low number of tweets per day. Tweets 
per day have a significant impact on a user’s influence in the network. A higher number 
of tweets per day implies higher engagement. From a S-D logic perspective, this pertains 
to how many times a user creates an opportunity to engage and co-create value. While the 
quality of each opportunity is a factor—that is, one tweet may create more engagement 
than ten other tweets—tweets per day remains a significant contributor.
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7.7 Influencer Based on Retweets 
Retweets are a direct indicator of how much a user engages with another user. When user 
A retweets a tweet of user B, it propagates the tweet to A’s followers, creating expanded 
engagement. Moreover, because A is propagating the message, A becomes an influencer 
in the network.
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7.8 Influencers Based on User Mentions 
Users often engage other users in tweets. The higher the number of user mentions for a 
user, the higher the engagement. Mentions not only create engagement, but the mentioned 
user gains exposure with the followers of the mentioning user; therefore, the mentioning 
user can be considered an influencer.
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7.9 Influencers Based on Mentions Per Tweet 
Users can mention more than one user in tweets, which implies they can create value for 
more than one user in one tweet. More mentions per tweet mean greater engagement, and 
the tweeting user takes the position of influencer by providing a greater number of users 
with exposure.
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7.10 Influencers Based on Replies 
The higher the number of replies, the greater the user interaction. On Twitter, 
conversation and engagement are a key element for building value—when a user engages 
through replies, it contributes to the conversation and influences other users in the 
conversation to engage more, thereby co-creating more and more value.
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7.11 Influencers Based on Links 
Twitter users often include links to other sources of information (web links) in their 
tweets. A greater number of links published by a user implies they are making more 
information available by engaging in the conversation; this user becomes a centre of 
information, thereby gaining influence.
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7.12 Influencers Based on Links Per Tweet 
The way the Twitter engine is designed, only one link can be shared per tweet. The limit 
of 140 characters creates a significant limitation on links shared. At the same time, even 
if two links are mentioned in a tweet, Twitter can only create a preview for one link at a 
time. However, there have been instances where two or more links have been shared on 
the same tweet, but major reflection comes into place with links per tweet. More links per 
tweet means the user is at the centre of information distribution, thereby creating value 
and becoming an influencer.
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7.13 Influencers Based on Hashtags 
Twitter users can create a hashtag or contribute to a hashtag by joining a conversation. In 
either case, the value is co-created, making the user an influencer. A user that employs a 
greater number of hashtags is an obvious influencer, because of the number of 
conversations they contribute to.
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7.14 Influencers Based on Hashtags Per Tweet 
A larger number of hashtags per tweet implies more user engagement. There is no limit 
on the number of hashtags that can be used in a tweet (as long as the 140-character limit 
is observed). Interestingly, a user can use more hashtags overall, but average low hashtags 
per tweet. This means hashtags per tweet is a more important factor to be considered in 
studying influencers.
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7.15 Influencers Based on Own Tweets Retweeted 
One of the important factors in determining the exposure a conversation gains in the 
network is retweets. A user tweet being retweeted not only creates more exposure, but 
more engagement from other users. A high number of retweets on a user account indicates 
a high influencer value, as it implies that other users consider this particular user a 
valuable source of information, and propagate that information through retweets. In 
simpler terms, it can also refer to how many times information has been propagated.
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7.16 Influencers Based on Percentage of Own Tweets Retweeted 
The proportion of a user’s tweets retweeted by others also plays a critical role. When there 
are more tweets than retweets on an account, the information is being provided, but not 
many users are propagating this information. A higher percentage of retweets indicates 
more propagation.
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7.17 Influencers Based on Own Tweets Favourited 
Favourited tweets indicate how much other users like the content of a particular tweet. A 
high number of favourited tweets indicates that this user is at the centre of engagement, 
and has more influence.
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7.18 Influencers Based on Percentage of Tweets Favourited 
A user can have many favourited tweets, but with the proportion relative to total tweets 
low. Therefore, percentage of tweets favourited is also an important factor in contributing 
to knowledge of influence in the network.
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7.19 Tier 1 Analysis 
A total of 61 users appeared in Tier 1, spread across 17 tables, with a total of 170 
appearances. A user with username @pitchfork appears to be the clear leader, with an 
appearance count of 13. Nine other users have an appearance count of five or greater. 
Table 7.18: Users, with Counts, Appearing in Tier 1 
Row Labels Count of Handle  Row Labels Count of Handle 
@afrojack 3 @matthewsmith510 1 
@Avicii 6  @MetalHammer 3 
@awonderdj 1  @mistletone 1 
@bmthofficial 3  @Msldemarco 3 
@BruceRave 5  @musicfeeds 6 
@bsellick 1  @onelove 1 
@ChrisSoundwave 1  @onthebass 2 
@DawsSteph 1  @pedestriandaily 5 
@DeezerAustralia 1  @pitchfork 13 
@djcarnage 3  @RachelJB93 1 
@doctormcdougall 5  @scenestr 4 
@Drake 3  @SITG 2 
@erixcx 1  @soundwavefest 2 
@example 3  @SpotifyAU 1 
@fallsofficial 1  @SpotlightReport 5 
@FasterLouder 3  @StoneyRoads 3 
@flo_tweet 2  @tameimpala 2 
@flumemusic 2  @the_prodigy 2 
@FutureOfficial 2  @theAUreview 7 
@GeneralPants_ 2  @timmanton 1 
@GoLiveForever 1  @timmytrumpet 1 
@GroupieMagazine 6  @TimRickman 1 
@HARDWELL 6  @tonedeaf_music 3 
@heavymetalgnome 4  @Tragic_Departed 1 
@iamnotshouting 4  @triplej 4 
@Jessum4679 2  @triplejmornings 2 
@joshgraham12 1  @V_Hits 1 
@knifepartyinc 3  @VicMensa 2 
@LanaDelRey 4  @violentsoho 1 
@lanewayfest 2  @wearebbe 1 
@MartinGarrix 6  TOTAL 170 
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7.20 Tier 2 Analysis 
Some 72 users appeared in Tier 2, covering 170 instances, with user @triplej (media and 
music distribution) appearing the most, with a count of nine. Six other influential users 
appeared five or more times. Figure 7.2 shows a histograph of user versus appearance 
count. 
Table 7.19: Users, with Counts, appearing in Tier 2 
Row Labels Count of Handle  Row Labels Count of Handle 
@afrojack 6  @joshgraham12 1 
@awonderdj 3  @keenstu 1 
@BlocParty 2  @KINGSWOODBAND 2 
@BruceRave 2  @knifepartyinc 3 
@bsellick 1  @LachlanLA 1 
@castleet 1  @lanewayfest 1 
@ChrisSoundwave 1  @MartinGarrix 1 
@CHVRCHES 3  @MerridyLeonard 1 
@courtneymelba 2  @MetalHammer 7 
@dameilaa 1  @mistletone 1 
@DanielConn 1  @moshtix_com_au 3 
@DarcyDTD 1  @musicfeeds 4 
@darkestsin_ 2  @onthebass 1 
@Darudevil 2  @pedestriandaily 2 
@davidgalea24 1  @Pridey91 1 
@DeezerAustralia 1  @RachelJB93 3 
@dewprocess 1  @scenestr 3 
@djcarnage 1  @sethtroxler 2 
@doctormcdougall 1  @soundwavefest 1 
@Drake 1  @soundwavetours 1 
@example 6  @SpotifyAU 5 
@fallsofficial 2  @SpotlightReport 2 
@FasterLouder 4  @StoneyRoads 4 
@FATM_Australia 1  @tameimpala 3 
@fighella 1  @the_prodigy 5 
@flo_tweet 2  @theAUreview 5 
@flumemusic 3  @thewombats 4 
@frontiertouring 1  @timmanton 1 
@FutureOfficial 1  @timmytrumpet 2 
192 
@GeneralPants_ 2  @TimRickman 1 
@GorgonCity 1  @tonedeaf_music 4 
@Grimezsz 2  @triplej 9 
@HARDWELL 2  @triplejmornings 2 
@Hysteria_mag 1  @triplejunearthd 5 
@iamnotshouting 2  @V_Hits 4 
@intanetz 2  @VicMensa 4 
@Jessum4679 1  @wearebbe 2 
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7.21 Tier 3 Analysis 
A total of 70 users appeared in the count table for Tier 3 (see Table 7.20). User @v_hits 
emerged as the most influential user in this tier, with a count of nine, followed by user 
@triplejunearthd, with a count of six. 
Table 7.20: Users, with Counts, Appearing in Tier 3 
Row Labels Count of Name  Row Labels Count of Name 
@afrojack 3 @lanewayfest 1 
@awonderdj 2  @MartinGarrix 4 
@BlocParty 2  @matthewsmith510 1 
@bmthofficial 1  @MetalHammer 1 
@BruceRave 2  @mistletone 4 
@bsellick 1  @moshtix_com_au 2 
@ChrisSoundwave 1  @Msldemarco 1 
@CHVRCHES 2  @musicfeeds 1 
@courtneymelba 4  @onelove 1 
@dameilaa 1  @onthebass 3 
@DarcyDTD 3  @pedestriandaily 1 
@darkestsin_ 1  @Pridey91 1 
@Darudevil 2  @PURITY_RING 3 
@davidgalea24 2  @scenestr 1 
@DeezerAustralia 1  @secretsounds 2 
@djcarnage 1  @sethtroxler 4 
@doctormcdougall 2  @SITG 3 
@erixcx 3  @soundwavefest 3 
@example 1  @soundwavetours 3 
@expectokatronum 2  @SpotifyAU 2 
@fallsofficial 2  @SpotlightReport 2 
@FasterLouder 3  @StoneyRoads 4 
@flo_tweet 1  @the_prodigy 2 
@frontiertouring 7  @theAUreview 2 
@FutureOfficial 2  @thewombats 4 
@GBell91 2  @thisisdomweber 1 
@GoLiveForever 1  @timmanton 3 
@GorgonCity 4  @timmytrumpet 3 
@Grimezsz 1  @tonedeaf_music 3 
@GroupieMagazine 3  @triplej 3 
@HARDWELL 2  @triplejmornings 4 
195 
@Hysteria_mag 2  @triplejunearthd 6 
@intanetz 6  @V_Hits 9 
@KINGSWOODBAND 1  @VicMensa 4 
@knifepartyinc 1  @wearebbe 3 
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7.22 Tier 4 Analysis 
Some 72 users appeared in Tier 4. Influence appears more distributed in this tier, with 
most festivals having similar levels of influence. Three users, @triplejmornings, 
@Darudevil and @Gorgoncity, are the most influential, with a count of seven. 
Table 7.21: Users, with Counts, Appearing in Tier 4 
Row labels Count   Row labels Count  
@afrojack 3  @KINGSWOODBAND 1 
@Avicii 1  @knifepartyinc 2 
@awonderdj 2  @LachlanLA 1 
@BlocParty 1  @lanewayfest 5 
@bmthofficial 4  @lilygoestofalls 1 
@BruceRave 2  @MartinGarrix 1 
@bsellick 2  @MetalHammer 2 
@castleet 1  @mistletone 2 
@CHVRCHES 3  @moshtix_com_au 3 
@courtneymelba 4  @Msldemarco 1 
@DarcyDTD 1  @musicfeeds 1 
@darkestsin_ 1  @onelove 3 
@Darudevil 7  @onthebass 3 
@davidgalea24 2  @pedestriandaily 3 
@DeezerAustralia 1  @Pridey91 3 
@dewprocess 1  @PURITY_RING 2 
@djcarnage 1  @RachelJB93 2 
@doctormcdougall 2  @scenestr 3 
@Drake 1  @secretsounds 2 
@erixcx 1  @sethtroxler 4 
@example 1  @SITG 6 
@expectokatronum 1  @soundwavefest 1 
@fallsofficial 2  @soundwavetours 4 
@FasterLouder 1  @SpotifyAU 2 
@fighella 2  @SpotlightReport 2 
@flo_tweet 1  @StoneyRoads 2 
@flumemusic 2  @the_prodigy 1 
@frontiertouring 1  @theAUreview 1 
@FutureOfficial 2  @thewombats 2 
@GoLiveForever 4 @timmanton 1 
@GorgonCity 7  @timmytrumpet 2 
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@Grimezsz 1  @tonedeaf_music 2 
@GroupieMagazine 1  @triplejmornings 7 
@HARDWELL 4  @triplejunearthd 5 
@Hysteria_mag 4  @V_Hits 2 
@iamnotshouting 2  @villagesounds 1 
@intanetz 2  @violentsoho 1 
@keenstu 1  @wearebbe 3 
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7.23 Tier 5 Analysis 
Some 72 users were recorded in Tier 5, with user @fallsfestival the most active (total 
appearance count of seven, followed by @soundwavetours and @mostix_com_au, with 
counts of six). Five users have a count of five; the average was approximately three. 
Table 7.22: Users, with Counts, Appearing in Tier 5 
Row labels Count   Row labels Count  
@afrojack 1  @KINGSWOODBAND 1 
@Avicii 4  @knifepartyinc 1 
@awonderdj 1  @knuckleilpuckil 2 
@BlocParty 1  @LachlanLA 1 
@bmthofficial 3  @lanewayfest 5 
@BruceRave 1  @MartinGarrix 1 
@ChrisSoundwave 1  @MetalHammer 1 
@CHVRCHES 5  @micknwalsh 1 
@courtneymelba 1  @moshtix_com_au 6 
@dameilaa 2  @musicfeeds 2 
@darkestsin_ 1  @ohgeorge1 2 
@Darudevil 5  @onelove 4 
@davidgalea24 1  @onthebass 2 
@DeezerAustralia 1  @pedestriandaily 1 
@dewprocess 2  @Pridey91 2 
@djcarnage 4  @PURITY_RING 1 
@Drake 1  @RachelJB93 1 
@example 1  @scenestr 2 
@expectokatronum 2  @secretsounds 3 
@fallsofficial 7  @sethtroxler 3 
@FasterLouder 2  @SITG 3 
@fighella 5  @soundwavefest 3 
@flo_tweet 3  @soundwavetours 6 
@flumemusic 2  @SpotifyAU 3 
@frontiertouring 3  @SpotlightReport 4 
@FutureOfficial 2  @StoneyRoads 2 
@GeneralPants_ 3  @thewombats 1 
@GoLiveForever 2  @timmanton 1 
@GorgonCity 5  @timmytrumpet 1 
@GroupieMagazine 2 @TimRickman 2 
@HARDWELL 3  @tonedeaf_music 3 
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@heavymetalgnome 1  @triplejmornings 2 
@Hysteria_mag 4  @VicMensa 2 
@iamnotshouting 3  @villagesounds 1 
@intanetz 2  @violentsoho 3 
@keenstu 2  @wearebbe 2 
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7.24 Conclusion 
This chapter analysed and presented the key users in the influence network of the music 
festival service system. In Chapter 4, a set of users were selected to be streamed and 
analysed for this research study. Further to the themes developed, this chapter analysed 
the most influential users in the network based on 17 factors that depict the influence 
status of a user. Five tiers of users in terms of influence are presented. 
Table 7.23: User Influence Analysis 
Tier 1 Actor  Tier 2 Actor  Tier 3 Actor  
Avicii Artist AfroJack Artist Frontiertouring Artist management 
GroupieMagazine Media Example Artist Intanetz Artist 
Hardwell Artist MetalHammer Artist Triplejunearthd 
Media and 
music 
distribution 
MatrinGarrix Artist tripleJ 
Media and 
music 
distribution 
  
musicfeeds Music distribution 
    
pitchfork Music distribution 
    
theAUreview Media     
Tier 4 Actor  Tier 5 Actor 
Daredevil Netflix Series Fallsofficial Festival 
Gorongcity Artist Moshtix_com_au Media 
Secretsounds Artist Soundwavetours Festival 
triplejmornings 
Media and 
music 
distribution 
  
SITG Festival   
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Artists are, in general, the most influential user type in the network. Festivals do not 
appear in the top tiers of influence at all; only two official festival accounts appear, in the 
last two tiers. Interestingly, music distribution companies have a strong position, and are 
well placed in the influence structure. Another important actor to emerge from this 
analysis is artist management companies. This implies that in future studies, this actor 
type should be examined in detail, to understand value co-creation better. 
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Chapter 8: RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND REFLECTIONS 
8.1 Introduction 
The results of this research study are presented in two layers. First is the reflection on the 
research questions described in the research methodology (Chapter 3) and second is the 
reflection on the eight FPs of S-D logic. This study has supported the majority of the FPs, 
and proposes a new FP that emerged from the findings of this study. 
8.2 Reflection on the Process of Co-creation of Value in Service Systems 
8.2.1 Networks are Limitless 
From the learning gained in this study, it is evident that networks are limitless. In fact, we 
all are part of a giant universal network, in which each one of us is directly or indirectly 
connected. For instance, often when conversing with new people, we find common 
ground or interests or even a person (mutual friend) that connects us indirectly. As noted 
by Freeman (1978), networks have traditionally been studied guided by the notion of 
centrality. Some of the recent studies of networks, including Zhang, Guo, Hu and Liu 
(2017) and Subbian, Prakash and Adamic (2017), are still centrality based. This implies 
the knowledge around networks is still widely based on centrality; that is, who is 
important in the network. 
In a network, the assumption of centrality often, but not always, holds. For instance, this 
study started with three major actor types (festivals, artists and customers), but the study 
revealed many other important actor types. Therefore, in studying networks, what seems 
most important is not necessarily the most influential actors. Because of the indirect 
connection between everyone in a network, relationships or service exchanges may affect 
other exchanges.  
For the purposes of a study, the boundary of the network can be defined by the number 
of actor types, but more actor types will reveal better in-depth knowledge. Practically, it 
is impossible to study the entire network at once, but it makes sense to break down the 
study into various sub-networks and disciplines, and later integrate the outcomes from all 
studies.  
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8.2.2 Service Systems Together are a Network 
Maglio, Vargo, Caswell and Spohrer (2009) defined a service system as: 
an open system (1) capable of improving the state of another system through sharing 
or applying its resources (i.e., the other system determines and agrees that the 
interaction has value), and (2) capable of improving its own state by acquiring external 
resources (i.e., the system itself sees value in its interaction with other systems). 
This study very much supports this definition, but an important part that has been missing 
to date is how service systems come together to form a network. 
Service systems are contextual, with an underlying strategic objective. For instance, 
music festivals and music distribution are two different service systems, and an 
organisation’s supplier front and internal employee front are two separate service 
systems. 
An important lesson from this study is that services systems around a central context will 
always overlap. Music festivals and music distribution are two different service systems, 
but overlap where many resources are shared, and integrate these two service systems. 
Studying one service system will reveal the existence of the other, and so on. To explore 
networks as a whole in light of services, the outcomes of all service system studies will 
need to be integrated; only then can a grand view be formed to understand service 
networks in depth. 
8.2.3 Actors to Service Entities 
A new lexicon is central to S-D logic. Though addressed well in FP9 (all economies and 
social actors are resource integrators; Vargo and Lusch 2008), the term ‘actor’ does not 
do justice to the concept. With an obvious dictionary meaning, it creates much confusion 
as to who is acting, and moreover, on whose behalf. 
Instead of calling each individual an actor in a service system, they should be called 
service entities. Service entities can be further defined as a physical representation of 
resource integrators. Ideally, the smallest service entities are people, and several service 
entities together can form a bigger resource integrator. For instance, some service entities 
together represent a firm. 
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8.2.4 Service Exchanges Affect Other Exchanges 
From this study, it is evident that service exchanges affect other service exchanges. For 
instance, an exchange between festival and artist affects the exchanges between both the 
customer and the festival and the customer and the artist. This implies that it is not just 
centrality that is important in studying service systems, but exchanges that need 
examining in detail. Studying just who is important in a network gives an incomplete 
picture. Service exchanges can be important in and of themselves. Although a detailed 
study is required to examine exchanges, a study based on sentiment analysis would be a 
start. For example, in this study, it was observed that negative sentiment tweets exchanged 
between artist and customer resulted in the artist being dropped from the festival line-up. 
Therefore, it is important to study not just actors, but exchanges. 
8.2.5 Strategically Placed Beneficiary Service Entity 
This study took place in the context of music festivals, and more specifically, focused on 
studying value co-creation between festivals, artists and customers. Despite the narrow 
setting, many other entities emerged who received strategic benefits (consumed value). 
Music distribution companies comprised one entity found to be well placed in the music 
festival service system; sometimes as a music promoter, sometimes as a streaming service 
and sometimes as a festival sponsor, music distribution companies emerged as a top 
beneficiary of the value co-created at music festivals. 
This implies that service entities, especially from a branding perspective, can exist in a 
service system that can have a strategic place in the system and extract substantial value. 
Especially in the context of festivals, events, sports, entertainment and tourism, these 
entities will be very obviously present. Also, every marketing campaign has such a 
beneficiary. For instance, the Bank of Melbourne campaign, #madeinMelbourne, creates 
significant value for the city of Melbourne in addition to the value for bank itself. A 
similar example is value created around Melbourne and tourism via the hosting of major 
sports events such as the Australian Open (tennis). In these case, even though the city of 
Melbourne is not directly involved, it is a major beneficiary of value co-created in that 
service system. 
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8.3 Reflection on S-D Logic FPs 
8.3.1 Reflection on FP1 
FP1: The application of specialised skills and knowledge is the fundamental unit of 
exchange. 
In the context of this study, it can be observed that every entity in the service system is 
capable of creating value. This value can further be consumed by other entities, depending 
on demand, but at the individual level, each entity has special skills and knowledge to 
create value and push it into the system, to be consumed by others. 
For example, it is interesting to note how festivals hold a special position in the network, 
in that they can introduce new artists to a fanbase, therein holding the special skill of 
being able to market new artists. In contrast, an established artist can create value for a 
festival by introducing the festival to his or her fanbase. At the same time, the customer 
holds a special skill in creating a sentiment form about a festival and artist association. If 
one such association is not liked by a number of customers, it will have a significant 
impact on the overall network and relationships in it. 
Across all the themes identified in Chapter 5, it is evident that each entity, be it festival, 
artist or customer, is central to co-creating value, and their capability in co-creating value 
(skills and knowledge) forms the basis of each relationship formed in the network. 
Therefore, on reflection, FP1 holds true—the fundamental unit of exchange is the 
application of specialised skills and knowledge. 
8.3.2 Reflection on FP2 
FP2: Indirect exchange masks the fundamental unit of exchange 
Much that happens in a music festival network is a direct or indirect consequence of a 
relationship, which may itself be direct or indirect. In this study, Twitter conversation, 
and engaging users in these conversations, form the basis of relationships. However, the 
type of conversation or content can mask the actual exchange. 
For example, a festival can engage an artist in many ways on Twitter—through direct 
mentioning, via their official hashtag, by engaging them in a conversation with a customer 
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or by mentioning them in a non-textual content (image or video). These modes of 
conversation can be in any form, but they mask the original relationship and value 
creation between two entities. 
Even relationships can mask other relationships. A customer, when triggering a 
conversation with either a festival or an artist, can encourage other customers to trigger 
similar conversations. Often, customers post questions to festivals; when other customers 
see that these questions are being answered, it encourages them to launch similar 
conversations. 
Especially in conversations around a particular hashtag, many indirect conversations 
mask the original conversation. Thus, FP2 appears to hold true in light of this study. 
8.3.3 Reflection on FP3 
FP3: Goods are distribution mechanisms for service provision 
One of the most highlighted goods in the music festival network is the music festival 
ticket itself. In one sense, it is a tangible product, but in service-to-service language, it is 
an access pass or distribution mechanism through which the service of the festival is 
consumed. The setting of this study concerns SSV creation; no goods are involved in the 
study. Even at the transactional business level, purchased items are usually pure services, 
such as music subscriptions or tickets. From this perspective, it is difficult to comment 
on goods as a distribution mechanism. However, music CDs and merchandise do 
represent goods. It is evident that these goods are bought with the service consumption at 
the festival in mind, and each time these goods are brought into use to deliver a specific 
service, they are linked to memories of the festival in the mind of the customer. 
For example, from a goods logic perspective, a customer who bought a festival T-shirt 
just exchanged money for a T-shirt. However, the use of the T-shirt extends beyond its 
ostensible purpose (basic function) as a garment. In wearing the T-shirt, the customer 
owns, displays, self-associates and experiences the festival. Here, the T-shirt has become 
a platform or appliance for the customer to experience the festival in any instance. 
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Figure 8.1: Festival official merchandise snapshot 
8.3.4 Reflection on FP4 
FP4: Knowledge is the fundamental source of competitive advantage 
Competitive advantage is relatively easy to study in networks based on centrality. 
Centrality means ‘who is important’; in the context of Twitter conversation, it serves as 
the basis of identifying the flow of information or knowledge. In a network/sub-network, 
a node with a high degree of centrality is the most important node, because of the 
knowledge held by the node. 
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Figure 8.2: A sample socio-graph 
In Figure 8.2, it is evident that the user (taran_adarsh) is the most important entity; the 
reason for this lies in the knowledge held by this entity. All conversations in this network 
are highly influenced by the inputs of the central user. Thus, knowledge is the basis of 
competitive advantage. 
In a similar way, in many instances, it is seen in the dataset of this study that the one entity 
is more important (engaging) than another; for example, when a festival is more engaging 
and important than another in a conversation, or when an artist contributes more to a 
conversation than another artist. Better engagement makes a user more important in the 
network, or simply put, gives the user a competitive advantage over others. This happens 
simply because of an entity’s contributing knowledge on the conversation in the network. 
The dataset in this study and its centrality measures very strongly support FP4. 
8.3.5 Reflection on FP5 
FP5: All economies are service economies 
In the dense socio-network of a music festival, it is apparent that each actor/entity is 
engaged in a service-to-service relationship. Festivals, artists, customers and many other 
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entities, including sponsors, music distribution companies and local authorities, are 
engaged and bonded by service relations. Such themes are never observed in the GD 
sense. For example, themes such as a festival creating value for festivals, artists creating 
value for artists and customers creating value for customers sound disassociated in the 
GD perspective.  
The service economy offers a larger lens, creating a birds-eye view. This study started 
with a focus on three main actors—festivals, artists and customers—but as the study 
progressed, more and more important actors were discovered. Without exploring these 
new actors, a complete service economy view would not have been possible. From the 
GD perspective, studying the three main actors would have resulted in only a partial 
understanding of behaviour, especially when other actors in the music festival service 
system that have their own scalable and measurable influence on the network. 
This study has S-D logic as its basic foundation, which carries with it the assumption that 
the service system of a music festival is a service economy. The study started with an 
embryonic model, considering the most basic network with only three different nodes 
(festival, artist and customer). With the assumption of the service economy, more 
nodes/actors were anticipated to appear during the study, and they did. FP5, though an 
assumption of the S-D foundation of this study, holds true. 
8.3.6 Reflection on FP6 
FP6: The customer is always a co-creator of value 
The themes that emerged in this study (Chapter 5) show the importance of customers as 
value co-creators. This is evident in the number of instances that customers created value 
not only for festivals and artists, but for other customers. In all the additional themes 
(other than hypothesised themes), it emerged that the customer is a co-creator 
everywhere—themes including value for music distribution platforms, value for host city, 
marketing campaign, value for sponsors, festival heritage value and segmentation 
targeting all have contributions from customers as value co-creators. It is the customer 
who engages with music distribution platforms, with host cities and even with sponsors. 
Therefore, this study supports FP6: that the customer is always a co-creator of value. 
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8.3.7 Reflection on FP7 
FP7: The enterprise can only make value propositions 
In this study, in many instances, it was observed that each entity could only propose value 
or emit a certain amount of value in the service system, but had no control over the other 
entities using that value. For example, a festival when tweeting a mention of an artist 
certainly created the value for the artist, but it was up to the artist to engage in the 
conversation. Many conversations were observed in which the other entity (mentioned in 
a tweet) never engaged or reacted. Clearly, FP7 is strongly supported by the results of this 
study. 
8.3.8 Reflection on FP8 
FP8: A service-centred view is customer oriented and relational 
Marketing has evolved from selling to the customer to looking after the needs of the 
customer, and the customer-centric view in business has gained importance. The music 
festival service setting in this study demonstrates how the customer is always at the centre, 
as this was true for each theme that appeared. Without the customer, most themes would 
not make complete sense. For example, in theme value for the host city, it is the customer 
that recognises this value for host city and creates a tourism marketing cloud around it. 
No matter how much a festival or an artist tweets about a host city, if the customer is not 
engaged, value is not created. Thus, this study supports the proposition that a service-
centred view is customer oriented and relational. 
8.4 Proposed New FP 
8.4.1 S2S Exchange and Value Co-creation Is a Continuous Process 
In the traditional form of exchange, a transaction ends after the exchange of the product 
for money. The moment this transaction ends, there is no relationship between the 
supplier and the buyer. However, in the S-D logic lexicon, both suppliers and buyers are 
actors co-creating value. In a zoomed-in perspective, this is a relationship between two 
actors, but taking a wider view in light of the network or service system in which these 
two actors operate, there are many other actors involved.  
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One of the major lessons of this research study is that relationships or exchanges between 
actors are often influenced by other exchanges or relationships. FP2 (indirect exchange 
masks the fundamental unit of exchange) is supported by this study. This means 
exchanges can directly or indirectly affect other exchanges in the service system. 
For example, when a festival engages with an artist, this relationship can be affected by 
a customer, via festival–customer engagement or artist–customer engagement or both. 
Similarly, an artist–festival engagement/relationship can be affected by the host city, 
sponsoring brand or music distribution company, or any possible combination of actors 
in the service system of a music festival. 
This implies that all S2S exchanges/engagements/relationships can be directly or 
indirectly influenced by other exchanges in the service system. The S-D logic is very 
close to real-life sense-making. Suppose there are three friends, named A, B and C. What 
if B and C fight with each other? There is a possibility that A will stop engaging with 
either B or C, depending on his or her degree of loyalty to them. As actors can only 
propose value, B and C can only tell their best versions of the story to A, and A must 
decide which story to accept. The bottom line is that one relationship has the ability to 
affect the other. 
In a service system, which is a collection of actors and exchanges, different exchanges 
occur at different times (over which there is no control), but what is known is that each 
exchange will affect other exchanges in the system. An exchange that might look 
complete may be triggered by the effect of another exchange. This means the exchange 
is not finished, rather, it enters an ideal state, until it is further influenced by another 
exchange. This implies that all exchanges in the service system, once triggered, operate 
at variable speeds, and each time an exchange is exhausted, it goes into an ideal state until 
another exchange retriggers it.  
In the dataset used for this study, many conversations were retriggered after a year, 
creating heritage value for the festival. Customers remembered the previous year, and in 
triggering conversations, not only relived memories but added value for the music 
festival. 
From another perspective, this ideal state of exchange may also help actors involved to 
adjust and adapt to new competencies. This explains the resource-based view: an actor 
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might halt an exchange while waiting for a resource, and as soon as that resource is 
available, the exchange resumes. It should be noted that the actual resource that stops the 
exchange is an exchange with another actor in the service system. 
This proposed FP can explain many concepts in marketing theory, including customer 
loyalty, pricing and even branding. Whenever buyers search the marketspace for a new 
requirement, they first approach sellers with whom they have prior experience; the new 
exchange (if it occurs) is nothing but the old exchange initiated with new resources. 
Similarly, when a new value proposition is available from the seller, it is first proposed 
to prior immediate customers. 
8.5 Conclusion 
The results from this study have produced insights for understanding S-D logic in depth, 
especially in the context of FP validation. The exploration of the fact that just measuring 
centrality is not sufficient to understand service systems is an opening to a new dimension 
altogether, and has the capacity to shift the focus of future research in marketing. The role 
of strategically placed entities reveals a new tangent, and explains how service systems 
are linked as resource integrators. Table 8.1 summarises the FPs validated in this study. 
Table 8.1: S-D Logic FP Validation 
FP1 The application of specialised skills and knowledge is 
the fundamental unit of exchange 
Holds True 
FP2 Indirect exchange masks the fundamental unit of 
exchange 
Holds True 
FP3 Goods are distribution mechanisms for service provision Holds True 
FP4 Knowledge is the fundamental source of competitive 
advantage 
Holds True 
FP5 All economies are service economies Holds True 
FP6 The customer is always a co-creator of value Holds True 
FP7 The enterprise can only make value propositions Holds True 
FP8 A service-centred view is customer oriented and 
relational 
Holds True 
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Chapter 9: CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS  
9.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the results of the qualitative findings from this study, 
together with the literature on S-D logic and service systems. This is achieved by 
identifying themes, developing the narrative and expanding on findings. The chapter 
revisits the purpose of the study and its methodology, and outlines managerial 
implications. The ways in which key findings relate to the new knowledge attained around 
S-D logic and contribute to the theoretical perspective are discussed, together with future 
research possibilities. The chapter concludes by establishing original findings for S-D 
logic and discussing research limitations. 
9.2 The Purpose of the Study 
Triggered by the call for understanding service systems and the value co-creation process 
in a networked environment (Akaka, Maglio & Vargo 2008) and the need to develop 
knowledge around S-D logic in the marketing literature, this study was designed to 
address research questions that investigate and explore the process of value co-creation 
in a networked environment. These include identifying starting actors (on whom the study 
focused), studying their contribution in terms of value creation in the service system of a 
music festival, exploring who is influential in the network, what influences the process of 
value co-creation and how value co-creation occurs, exploring themes around the central 
hypothesis and studying other influences on the process of value co-creation that lie 
outside the scope of study. The key research questions addressed to fill the gap in the 
knowledge around S-D logic and service systems concerned how music festivals, 
bands/artists and customers (festival goers) co-create value-in-exchange in the service 
ecosystem context, and how the actors involved in the network interact in the process of 
co-creation of value. To address theoretical and managerial implications, three research 
objectives were established, and the results of the qualitative approach in relation to these 
objectives discussed. 
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9.3 Methodology Revisited 
To answer the research questions, a qualitative approach (Taylor, Bogdan & DeVault 
2015) was followed. The research was conducted in two analytical stages. Stage one used 
Twitter data analysis (Kumar et al. 2013) to identify themes towards a solution to the 
research objectives. A data set of 1.41 million tweets was collected from Twitter accounts 
of five major multi-city music festivals in Australia, between November 2014 and June 
2015. The data were coded and analysed using Twitter data analysis techniques. 
Twitter data analysis was explained in Chapter 3. The findings of this stage provided a 
context for the research objectives and related hypotheses, discussed in Chapter 6. 
Stage two used the analytical tool thematic analysis (Attride-Stirling 2001) to rearrange 
and refine themes into a sense-making structure that helps in understanding the process 
of value co-creation. This analytical tool adeptly explained the behaviour of themes in the 
complex network. Some 23 themes were identified, and formed the basis of new 
knowledge around S-D logic and service systems. 
To assess the creation of influence on network activity, network influence and related 
factors were analysed and discussed in Chapter 7. 
9.4 Embryonic Model 
The conceptual frameworks described in Chapter 3 were developed principally to keep 
the focus on the three main actors in the service system of the music festival—the festival, 
the artists and the customers. These three formed the smallest possible network, to limit 
the potentially vast and complex network, so that findings from the smaller network could 
guide the understanding of the behaviour of value co-creation in a bigger network. 
Themes were observed to support the nine formulated hypotheses, with supporting 
instances in the cluster analysis recorded. 
Figure 9.1 depicts the number of instances for each hypothesis. Clearly, H1 (customer 
creating value for the festival) and H3 (festival creating value for the artist) emerge as the 
strongest supported hypotheses. Instances are not represented as a percentage or weight 
because the total value created in the network is not known: there will always be actors 
out of the scope of a study that will contribute and co-create value in the service system. 
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Figure 9.1: H1–H6 instance count 
 
Figure 9.2: H7–H9 instance count 
Figure 9.2 shows instances that support hypotheses H7, H8 and H9, formulated in the 
second framework model conceptualised in Chapter 3. In the qualitative thematic analysis 
(discussed in Chapter 5), not only these instances occurred, but many new themes 
emerged, revealing new actors, and thus, new dimensions in value co-creation. This 
certainly makes both conceptualised models harder to reframe in a 2-dimensional 
representation. Each new actor in the framework might even require a new dimension, 
and thus, a multi-dimensional framework becomes unfeasible to present. 
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However, keeping the focus on the exchange of value, the model depicted in Figure 9.3 
accounts for a better understanding of value co-creation in a music festival service system. 
 
Figure 9.3: Embryonic model for total value co-created at a music festival 
The new embryonic model is principally based on two foundations: the representation of 
the entire service system and the behaviour of various actors. 
The service system can be represented by total value co-created by various actors in the 
service system. Actors may be directly or indirectly involved in the system, and contribute 
to the overall value created in the system. The service system can itself be considered a 
pool of total value. However, another important aspect of the system is the way value is 
brought into use by various actors: it depends on actors bringing a certain value into use. 
The bi-directional arrows represent this bi-directional flow of value between the service 
system and actor, either through consumed or created value. 
Through this conceptualisation, it is easy to represent the flow of value from any actor to 
another. For example, an artist may create value through a tweet for the host city and a 
sponsor at the same time; thus, the flow representation implies that the value created by 
the artist is pushed into the value pool of the music festival, and other actors (host city 
and sponsor) accept that value to be consumed. 
This model does not replace the tradition service system model, but argues strongly for a 
new representation of value co-creation. 
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9.5 Managerial Implications 
9.5.1 For Festivals 
Two of Australia’s most iconic music festivals, first Future Music Festival and then 
Soundwave have closed (http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-12-16/jones-goodbye-
soundwave,-hello-boutique-music-festivals/7033172). Other than operational issues, 
profit-making is always at the centre of a business closing (Headd 2003). From the S-D 
logic perspective, this can be seen as a simple value creation issue. It is important for an 
organisation to understand the nitty-gritty of value creation from all directions. 
For a music festival, in particular, it is important to understand what creates value for 
customers, to attract them to the festival year after year. Bowen and Daniels (2005) 
outlined many motives for a festival goer to attend a music festival, but also raised the 
question of whether music is the only reason to attend a music festival, or whether there 
is something beyond this. Service-based understanding addresses the same issue, and 
finds it is the overall experience of the music festival, and not just the music, which is 
important. 
With this in mind, music festival managers need to understand what creates and brings 
value to the music festival service system. This study has laid down the foundation of a 
mechanism to analyse what creates value for the customer. Music festival managers can 
hence understand what genre of music is important, what activities are influential, which 
artists create value (local or international), what the customer enjoyed the most and what 
else the customer wants to see at the festival. 
Addressing these value-related questions will help the manager to frame a more strategic 
value-based approach, and make more informed decisions. Based on the mechanism 
developed through this study, festivals can show, in tangible magnitude, how much value 
they create for host cities and sponsors, to attract better funding. This will ground the 
business value generation argument of festivals with explicit information and data during 
the pitching process. 
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9.5.2 For Creative Industries 
Music festivals are part of the creative industry, which includes movies, TV, web series, 
music and other forms of entertainment. This study provides a value-based approach for 
the creative industry to understand what creates value. Jihong and Kraus (2002) described 
the way Hollywood always uses Chinese actors to add value and increase the capacity of 
the product (movie) to be exported to a Chinese audience. Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan are 
two such iconic actors used for this value creation. The movie Rush Hour was one such 
effort, and sold cultural influence of two nations to a global audience. 
In recent years, the creative industry has evolved, starting to cast international actors from 
various backgrounds to create more value for the audience. Similarly, in all other forms 
of creative industry, this study can help by creating a bird’s-eye view of value co-creation. 
Simple strategies can be explored in a scalable manner. For example, opinion mining on 
user comments on the movie trailer can guide the prediction of the scale of the movie’s 
success. Theatre shows can assess which city is more strategically aligned with the show’s 
theme. Producers can assess who are influencing the process of marketing the movie. The 
number of users creating content around the professionally produced creative product has 
the potential to answer many value-based questions and suggest a better strategy for 
success. 
9.5.3 For Events and Tourism 
Jiang et al. (2016) explained how a destination image is linked to different dimensions of 
place attachment. One of the key factors they noted is the effect of social bonding of the 
place. Studying social bonding in the context of service systems can enhance tourism 
marketing knowledge and help to understand the social bonding construct in depth. 
Events, such as music festivals, cultural festivals, sports tournaments and even local 
farmers’ markets, and tourism have always been very closely related. They all have 
potential to attract customers to a common ground and co-create value for a host city. For 
example, the Melbourne Cup (racing) and Australian Open (tennis) attract customers 
from all over the world to the city of Melbourne. This study can help host cities and their 
tourism departments to understand what creates value for the city. Hundreds of festivals 
are organised in Melbourne and Sydney each year, but it will a strategic and exciting 
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finding to discover which festivals create the most value. This will help tourism to align 
funding and objectives strategically. 
Establishing Melbourne as the music capital of Australia is one of the key objectives of 
Melbourne Music Strategy 2014–2017. Primarily, this is destination imaging (Kim & 
Perdue 2011; Ramkissoon et al. 2011). Jiang, Ramkissoon and Mavondo (2015) 
explained how visitor delight, place attachment and visitor experiences are positively 
linked to destination image, but the authors also addressed the limitations of their study 
being only conceptual. This is an opportunity to address such constructs with networked 
and social media data. With the research techniques used in this study, there is an 
opportunity to create a framework for destination imaging, rooted empirically. Out of the 
hundreds of acts sponsored by the city of Melbourne, intelligent information can change 
the way things are planned. Further, the mechanisms developed through this study can be 
used both at the host-city (a local festival/event organised in a city) and national (for 
example, the Olympics) levels. 
9.5.4 For Bands/Artists 
For artists, it is important to understand the distribution of their music geographically, 
and which factors create value for them. For example, on a particular date, what would 
create more value: appearing for a local television interview or playing at a music 
festival? Avenues to market music are many, but developing the right strategy is difficult. 
This study has laid a path for artists to understand how the value-based approach can 
improve their marketing. Typically, questions, such as which festival to play, which 
digital platform to choose and even when to launch the artwork, can be answered via the 
value co-creation approach in this study. 
With the right mechanisms, artists can not only reach the right audience, but form a long-
lasting relationship with their audience. 
9.5.5 For Governments and Administration 
Chug and Joshi (2016) presented a well-defined construct of social media as tool for 
knowledge management, providing an indication of how everything in the business 
sphere, and even in general society, is changing and forming a new layer around social 
media. The research technique used in this study demonstrates how social media data (in 
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networked form) can be used to explain general marketing theory and its connection to 
S-D logic. In a similar manner, social media data can be linked to knowledge management 
on a larger scale, whereby governments and administrative services learn from social 
media. This study can be applied to government and administrative services, especially 
in the context of policy development and customer feedback. Authorities can monitor 
public sentiment on a specific policy and administrative decision, create engagement and 
better communicate with stakeholders. For example, administrative services can instantly 
communicate information on emergency services by using the festival’s hashtag. 
9.6 Research Limitations and Future Research 
This research study used music festivals as its context; specifically, the five biggest 
festivals in Australia with a multi-city presence/operation. Therefore, many other 
festivals, which may be as big as those sampled but only operated in single cities, were 
not covered. Further, there are many other multi-city festivals in Australia not covered, 
simply because of their size. Although, the data sample size is already large (1.41 million 
tweets), larger studies could open new avenues and dimensions. Studies based on more 
music festivals could lead to new findings that enhance this research effort. 
In addition, this study is based only on Australian music festivals; thus, the findings have 
an Australian perspective. Although a generalist approach has been adopted to create a 
world view of the knowledge attained from this study, similar research on music festivals 
around the world would help to understand the model’s behaviour in different economies, 
and a larger study based on top music festivals globally would contribute to improving 
the embryonic model. 
An interesting trend in music festivals is fusion with sports, camping and adventure. 
These ‘entertainment’ festivals, a mix of many components, are not covered in the current 
study. A similar study based on the combination of events might help cover multiple 
disciplines under the creative industry and tourism. 
This research study involved collecting data in the financial year 2014–15; therefore, the 
lack of a longitudinal study approach is a limitation. A longitudinal study in the future 
could help in understanding value co-creation and its behaviour over time, which in itself, 
is an important aspect of understanding co-creation of value. 
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This study used a dataset from the social networking engine Twitter; however, there are 
many other platforms, the study of which study would be beneficial and provide cross-
platform validation. In particular, a future study based on Facebook data is very much 
recommended. 
The tweet data analysed is based on the text in the dataset; however, a significant amount 
of data could not be analysed because of its data form (pictures, audio and video). At this 
stage, because of limitations in the research methodology (Twitter data analysis via 
NVivo), for such a large dataset, it was only possible to analyse words. In the near future, 
the larger studies suggested above will also only be able to analyse words, however, 
smaller studies might include pictures and videos, that could uncover further themes and 
highlights. 
One of the major actors in this study was the sponsoring brands of music festivals. 
Because this study’s dataset was more oriented around the three principal actors (festivals, 
artists and customers), future studies around sponsors and festivals would draw out the 
key aspects of value co-creation between those two actors. 
Music distribution companies also play a major role in the music festival service system, 
especially because of their strategic placement and vital roles as both a music 
distributor/promoter and sponsor. Almost every event can be identified and associated 
with strategically placed key partners (actors), which have a tremendous impact on the 
process of value co-creation. For example, an airline company can be strategically placed 
in a travel and tourism conference, a headphone brand can be placed in a music show and 
even a local authority/government can be placed in a cultural engagement event. Future 
studies with pre-identified strategic actors would substantially enhance the knowledge in 
the S-D logic sphere and service system. 
9.7 Conclusion 
This study has contributed to S-D logic and knowledge in many ways. First, there has 
long been a call to explore S-D logic through networks. This study represents a first step 
towards contextualising S-D logic in the real-time networked form of data. Second, most 
knowledge around S-D logic was developed in the shape of FPs, but has remained 
conceptual rather than empirical in nature. This study has tested these FPs empirically, 
which ultimately, gives S-D logic a clear direction towards being a grand theory. 
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Third, one of the most significant results of this study is the new FP, a significant new 
addition to the concept of S-D logic and service systems. Also, a lexicon adaptation is 
suggested (from actors to service entities), which helps in untangling the neoclassical 
lexicon problem of S-D logic. 
The results of this study have covered a vast spectrum of topics of marketing, and 
suggestions are made for further detailed studies that can explain most marketing concept 
from a S-D logic perspective. The managerial implications of this study are not limited 
to music festivals, but serve multiple disciplines across the business sphere, from 
marketing managers to governments. 
Also this study can serve as stepping stone of management academia in general because 
social networks are now widely infused into different verticles of management and 
business. 
Social media data have great power to untangle some of the toughest questions in 
marketing: the answers are all within; all we need to do is, explore. 
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